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SUMMARY

This study is an evaluation ofthe different logotherapeutic techniques ofViktor

Frankl. An evaluation has been givenofevery technique and some ofthe major tests

that are used by logotherapists. These techniqueshave been evaluated mainlyfrom a

personality, and at times, from an abnormal psychological point ofview. The pre

sent uses oflogotherapy as well as its possible future also have been discussed..

OPSOMMING

Hierdie studie is 'n evaluasie van die verskillende logoterapeutiesetegnieke van

ViktorFrankl. 'n Evaluasie is gegee van elke tegniek en van die belangrikste toetse

wat deur logoterapeute gebruik word. Hierdie tegnieke is geevalueervan hoofsaaklik

'n persoonlike, en by tye, van 'n abnormale sielkundige perspektief. Die huidige

gebruikesowel as die moontlike toekoms van logoterapie is ook bespreek.
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"We then who are strong ought to bear the weaknesses ofthe weak, and not seek to

please ourselves"- Paul (Rom 15:1) -::-
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CHAPTER ONE

METIIODOLOGYAND 1ERMlNOLOGY

1. Introduction

Victor Frankl. the father oflogotherapy, protested at high school level in 1921 that

man is much more than"a machine with internal combustion" (Guttmann 1996:3).

This protest grew into a full-fledged theory in the 1930s. He was a man~ excel

lence, who taught that a meaningful and responsible life only begins at the point

where, through pain and suffering, man is freed ofhis selfishness (De Vos 1995:242).

As an European existentialist (Allport 1964:xii), he worked out a technique, called
'-.

logotherapy, in the light ofhis experiences in German concentration camps during

WorIdWar Two. He emphasisedthat man can transcend his circumstances because

man has a will to meaning To live is to suffer and to survive is to find meaning in

your suffering. For him there is a purpose in sufferingand in dying and each man or

woman must find out for bimselt7herselfwhat it is.
c

Frankl was fond ofquotingthe philosopherNietzsche who said that "He who has a

why to live can bear with almost any how" (Weatherhead 1964:viii). Everyone ba

sicallymust findmeaning in what he/she is doing or experiencing. Meaninglessness

leads to boredom, depression, neurosis and even suicide. By implication, ifyou find

meaning in what you are doing or experiencing, then, because you have a "why" to

live, you can bear with almost any how. This practically means that man will trans

cend his problemsand difficultcircumstances because, inter alia, his will to live is

stronger that the circumstances in which he/she finds bimselt7herselt:
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Victor's contribution to psychotherapywas thathe, stronger than anyone else before,

emphasised that each person bas the abilityto choose his or her attitude in a given set

ofcircumstances and that each must accept the responsibility ofhis/her own choices

(Allport 1964:xi). He believedthat man is responsible for his/her choices in given

circumstances and thathe/she alone can decide how he/she is going to deal with it.

He saw the issue ofresponsibility as one ofthe central tenets ofpsychotherapybe

cause he believedit is the patient/clientwho bas to decide wliat he/she is responsible

for, and how he/she perceives life's demands from himlher at a given moment

(Guttmann 1996:4). Logotherapy was Frankl's way ofempbasisinga meaning

centered approachto psychotherapy. He said that in the concentrationcamps some

men behaved like swines while others acted like saints. Man bas both potentialities
"-

withinhimself, which one is aetualised depends on decisions but not on conditions.

In other words, whatever the circumstances, some freedomofchoice remains.

However, one must decide what one's attitude is going to be in that particular set of

circumstances (Frankl 1962:134-135; Guttmann 1996:5).

Frankl's approachto man bas a certain philosophical color; thatman bas the ultimate

choice to decide what he/she is and what he/she will become. He believed that

anyone can transcend the circumstances in which he/she finds himself/herself, and

that it is up to the individual to choose whether heJshe is going to be influenced by

environmental affairs or not. The different logotherapeutic techniques ofFrankl and

hisadhetents are inter alia based on thisanthropomorfic-psychological assumption,

9



2. The problem and reason for this study

Most scholars probablyknow Frankl forhis two logotherapeutic methods called

paradoxical intention and dereflection. At the time ofits appearancethe first method

specifically focused on anxietyand phobic disorders (Kendall& Hammen 1995:187).

Although a lot ofattentionalready has been paid in the past to these two methods,

there are also other rather unknownlogotherapeutic techniques.

These include: (i) modification ofattitudes, (ii) the logoanchortechnique, (iii) the

appealing technique, (iv) the Socratic dialogue(logotherapy's main tool in helping

seekers' search for meaning), (v) the symbolic growth experience (SGE), (vi) the

logochart, and (vii) logotherapeutic dreamanalysis or interpretation.

These techniques, as well as the differenttests that are used in logotherapy, like the

Purpose in Life Test (PlL), the SeekingofNoetic Goals Tests (the SONG test), the

LOGOtest, and theMeaningin Suffering Test (the MIST test), are not known to

everyone. Exposureto these aspects oflogotherapy will acquaint scholars more with

these therapeutic methodsand aids. Because there is relativelylittle that is known

about the present research that is goingon in logotherapeutic circles, this study also

wants to make scholarsmore aware ofpossible logotherapeutic contributions

to the psychological field. An evaluation ofthe present state ofaffairs will be done.

Book analyses, focusing on the textbooks publishedon personality theories, do not

reveal muchabout Frankland his adherents. This underlines the tendency that he did

not get enoughattentionin the past (Hjelle& Ziegler 1992:ix-xiii). Because there is

basically no systematised and evaluative discussionon all the different logotb.erapeu

tic techniques that are used by logotherapists, this study wants to address this need.
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It seems appropriate that an evaluation is done ofthe differentlogotherapeutic tech

niques at the beginning ofAD. 2000, because there are somewho believe that logo

therapywill becomethe main therapeutictool in the new millennium (Guttmann

1996).

However, in evaluating the different logotherapeutic techniques, one strongly needs

to point out that it is impossible to separate the techniques or methods used in logo

therapyfromthe philosophical-theoretical thinkingoftheir therapists. It is.their

"psychological thinking", their conceptual frameworks, beliefs, philosophical and

theoretical "know-how"and ideas that are reflected in these therapeutic aids. This

means that one cannot separate the theory from the practice. They do what they do

because they "believe" that is how they must do it.

In evaluating the logotherapeutic techniques in a meaningful and more precise man

ner, it is essential that this study must recognize the inseparability oftheory from

practiceand viceversa. The implementation oftechniques are based on the foun

dational philosophical-psychological beliefs ofthe logotherapist. Ignoringthis im

portantmatterin this thesis certainly would reflect a docta ignorantia.

3. Evaluative point ofview

The techniques thatare used in a therapeutic setting are a natural reflection and mani

festation ofthe particularpsychological stances and viewpoints that psychologists

have. Therapeuticmethodsare based on certain different theories that help us to

form a more correct and coherent picture of the specific psychological point ofdepar

ture and/or positionthat a psychologist takes in order to help his patient or client.
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In order to evaluatethe differentlogotherapeutic techniques in a more meaningful

way,. it is necessary to specifywhich theoretical stances are goingto be used in order

to do the evaluations. De Vos (1995:242-255) has looked at the work ofFrankl from

a personality psychological perspective. This, in my opinion,is correct. According

to Allport(1964:xn), the work ofFrankl was at times regarded~ comingfrom the

"Third Viennese School ofPsychotherapy" (the predecessors belong to Freudian and

Adlerian Schools) and he can be descnbed as a European existentialist. This means

that logotherapy, at least for Allport, is "soaked" in existentialism.

Although there are a lot ofoverlapping ideas and matters thatexistentialists (like

Frankl)sharewith phenomenologists (like Rogers) and humanists (like Maslow), it

seems safe to say thatFrankl's contnbution to psychologywas seen as coming from
~

an existential point ofview. An acceptance of this broad and rather vague "classifi-

cation"will enable us to evaluate him and other logotherapists from a personality

psychological point ofview, using all, or at least some of the other personality psy

chological perspectives as points ofdeparture.

Hjelle and Ziegler(1992:ix-xiii), for example, discuss the following differenttheories

in personality psychology: the psychodynamic perspective (Sigmund Freud), psy

chodynamic perspective revised (AlfredAdler, Carl lung), ego psychology and rela

ted perspectives (Erik Erikson,Erich Fromm,Karen Homey), the dispositionalper

spective(GordonAllport,Raymond Cattell, HansEysenck), the learning-behavioral

perspective (BurrhusSkinner), the social cognitiveperspective (Albert Bandura, Ju

lianRotter), the cognitive perspective (George Kelly), the humanistic perspective

(Abraham Maslow), and the phenomenological perspective (Carl Rogers).
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A meaningful evaluation of the different logotherapentic techniques or methods can

only be doneifthese above-mentioned perspectives are constantly kept in mind.

However, certain of the logotherapeutic methods are used, for example, in a clinical

setting. Thismeans,at least in my opinion, that the different theoretical clinical psy

chological models, operating in clinical settings, must be used at times to evaluate

those logotherapeutic techniques that are used in these particular settings.

.
Kendall and Hammen (1995:31-63), for example, discuss the biomedical models

(psychological disorders and biological conditions), psychodynamics (an intrapsychic

model), humanism (self-focused views), behaviorism (the learning models), cognitive

models (disordered thought processing), and family systems.

"-

In their discussion ofclinical models, Nietzel, Bernstein and Milich (1994:35-79)

referto the psychodynamic model, the behavioral model, the phenomenological one

(including Kelly's personal constructtheory, Rogers's self-actualization theory, Mas

low and humanistic psychology, FritzPerls and Gestaltpsychology), the interperso

nal perspective (withreference to Harry Sullivan and Timothy Leary), and they also

referto biological challenges to psychological models (1994:78).

These above-mentioned models makeus aware ofthe complexity in evaluating any

kindoftherapeutic technique. Nietzel,Bernsteinand Milich(1994:78) said that in

the past two decades the insights frombiopsychology, behavioral genetics, and so

ciobiology haveforced clinical psychologists to take the remarks, coming from these

disciplines, into account, when they assess and treat people.

Nietzel,Bernstein and Milich(1994:78) said that the growing recognition ofbiology

behavior relationships suggests that the biological perspective may one day also at-
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tain the status ofa model in clinical psychology. Kendall and Hammen (1995:31-40)

have' also recognized its importance. They mention this model as the first offive

major models ofcontemporary psychology. Their term "bio-medical model" is

basically the same as the terms "medical, organic, biological" or "disease model"

(Kendall & Hammen 1995:31).

A reading oflogotherapeutic literature reveals that logotherapy is used by different

people in different disciplines, ranging from medicine, through psychology.to reli

gion. Strictly speaking, this means, thatevery person will evaluate the logotherapeu

tic techniques or methods in the light ofhis/her own frame ofreference and from or

within his/her own discipline or field ofexpertees, using thedifferent theoretical

models, known to him/her, to evaluate those techniques that he/she wants to evaluate.
~.

However, it is safe to say that this study basically looks broadly at the different

logotherapeutic techniques from a personality psychological, or at times, from an

abnormal psychological point ofview, depending ifthe particular logotherapeutic

technique that is being discussed, is used, for example, in a clinical setting or not

Because the main different psychological theories thatexist in personality psycholo

gy and abnormal psychology are basically the same (Hjelle & Ziegler 1992:ix-xiii;

Kendall & Hammen 1995:31-40; Nietzel, Bernstein & Milich 1994: 35-79), insights

from these models will be used in order to evaluate the different logotherapeutic

techniques. However, the wide range that all the different theories cover make it an

almost impossible task to evaluate the different logotherapeutic techniques in a pro

per and thorough way. The evaluations and criticisms in this study are certainly only

the proverbial drop in the "psychological" bucket
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4. Related/previous research

Attention will be givento Frankl's therapeutic methodswhich originatedespecially

betweenthe fifties and seventies of the twentiethcentury, as well as to those techni

ques that developed later. Special attention will also be givento morerecent logo

therapeutic approaches and publications, especiallyto those that came into being du

ringthe eighties and nineties ofthis century. A surnmaIy ofthe different techniques

in the lightofpresent researchand recent findings will provide the necessary frame

work in order to evaluatethese important techniques or methods.

A discussion ofthe different and presentmethodsused in logotherapy, as well as pre

sent research in this field, will be given later in this study. It seems more logical to
'-

mention and to give a more elaborate discussion ofeach logotherapeutic technique or

methodwhenit will be discussed in the next chapters. References to where logothe

rapeutictechniques and/or principles are possiblyused will also be given in order to

put the presentuse oflogotherapy in more proper perspective. The work ofDavid

Guttmann (1996), from a social work perspective, in pointingout the present uses of

logotherapy all aroundthe globe, needs recognition. This study has fruitfully made

use ofhis contributions in promotinglogotherapy.

5. HyPOthesis

Because this study has to do with an evaluationoflogotherapeutic techniques, a

theoretical-evaluative discussion is given, instead offormulating a research

hypothesis.
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6. Basic concepts oflogotherapy

There are different terms used in logotherapythat need clarification. These include

interalia the following terms or concepts: "Logotherapy, logos, the will to me.aning,

existential frustration, noogenic neuroses, noO-dynamics, existentialvacuum, supra

meaning, self-transcendence, pan-determinism, collectiveneurosis, Iogodrama,

heightpsychology, noetic dimension, existentialfrustration, existential neurosis" and

"the tragic triad." A briefexplanationofthese terms will assist in a better under

standingoflogotherapy.

6.1 Logotherapy

~-

This is a therapy that focuses on the meaningofhuman existence as well as on man's

search for such a meaning It focuses rather on the future, that is to say, on the as

signments and meanings to be fulfilled by thepatient/client in the future (Frankl

1970:98-99). It emphasises a search for meaning thatwill heal a person. Because

everyperson is unique and, hisIher life only "happens" once, therefore, nobody else

can find meaning for anotherperson. A friend or neighbour, or a therapist, for exam

ple, can only assist a person to obtain meaning in hislher life (Ras 1998:155). At pre

sent this term is a holistic term embracingall the differenttechniques or methods that

are used in this psychotherapy. However, all these techniquesare meaning-oriented

and direct the client/patient to a search for meaning

6.2 Logos

Frankl says that "logos" is a Greek word which means "meaning" (1964:98). At ano

ther place he says "In fact, logos in Greek means not only 'meaning' but also 'spirit'"

16



(Frankl 1970:103). The generaluse of this word by Frankl is most ofthe time in the

sense" of"meaning" (Frankl 1970: 134). In fact, he described this word in the sense

of "meaning." His existentialistic interpretation ofthis word led him to say and to

conclude that logos means«meaning."

Froma Greek linguistic perspective,Frankl has grossly erred in saying thatthe Greek

word logos means«meaning" or even "spirit:' Althoughwords, in hermeneutical

circles,do reveal meaning, logos more correctlymust be transcnbed as "loghos"

(pronounce it as "lo-ghos"). Greek scholars always used it in the sense of'rword"

(Abbott-Smith 1977:270-271; Arndt & Gingrich 1975:477-479). From a semantic

point ofview no word has "a particularmeaning",but it is more correct to say that

"meaninghas words" (see also Louw & Nida 1987 Vol 2:153).

From an etymological point ofview "lo-ghos" is basically not used in the sense in

whichFrankl has used it. From the earliest time in Greek historyup to today, this

word did not had the meaning of"meaning." From pre-classical times, right through

the periods ofclassical Greek, Hellenistic Greek (Greek New Testament), patristic

Greek (Greek ofthe early church fathers), the Byzantine period and the early modem

and modem periods, logos never means "meaning."

This means that Frankl's explanationofwhat the word really means is strictly-speak

ing wrong from a Greek linguistic perspective. Although it is incorrect from this

point ofview to say that "lo-ghos" means "meaning" or even "spirit" (the Greek

word for "spirit" is "pneuma" - Abbott-Smith 1977:367-368; Arndt & Gingrich

1975:680-685), Frankl has used logos in a hermeneutic-interpretative way. In a more

"loose" interpretive sense its means «word, logic, reason, study of" and/or "science."
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The"psychological re-interpretation" ofthe word logos by Franklwill be descnbed

by Greek scholars (froma strictGreek-semantic pointofview) as a serious"Frank

lianslip" based on erratic-idiosyncratic-illegitimate totalitytransfer. However, it

seems that Franklwanted to give a "scientific"basis to his kind oftherapy. In doing

so he has used the word logos, from a hermeneutical point ofview, in a more"loose"

interpretive manner in orderto bridgethis gap.

Although it is strangethat no one beforehas madeFrankl aware from a Greek seman

tic perspective thathis use ofthe term logos is a semanticfaux pas, the meaning that

he has attached to logos certainly does not nullify or necessarily degradethis specific

method underconsideration. However, the correctuse ofany term certainly will

promote morescientific validity. The way Franklused this term indicates that he

had attacheddeepermeaning to the term than logicand that one must understand his

use of logos in a more "existential-experimental" and hermeneutic-interpretive light.

6.3 .The will to meaning

This is a fundamental motivational force in everymanlwoman that makes him/her

to seek and to strive to findmeaning in their life. This meaning is unique and

specific in that it must and can be fulfilled by him/her alone (Frankl 1970:99).

The will to meaning is without doubt connectedto the choices that persons make.

This means that the wholeprocess ofdecision-making (that functions at a cognitive

level) plays a vital role in logotherapy.

18



6.4 Existence

The tenn "existence" refers to three things, namely existence itself; the meaning of

existence, and the will to meaning (Frankl 1970:102).

6.5 Noogenic neuroses

These are neuroses that do not originate in the psychological sphere, but in the noo

logical (the "mind"). The Greek word "nous' (pronounce it as "noes") means "mind"

(Abbott-Smith 1977:3-5-306). For Frankl it refers to anything pertaining to the "spi

ritual" core ofman's personality. However, "spiritual" does not have a primarily re

ligious connotation, but refers to the specifically human dimension (Frankl 1970:102-
~

103).

Neogenic neuroses, in other words, are neuroses that originate in the mind ofa per

son, in contrast to neuroses in the usual sense ofthe word, i.e. psychogenic neuroses

(Frankl 1970:102). These neuroses do not emerge from conflicts between drives and

instincts but rather from conflicts between various values, in other words, from moral

conflicts, or as Frankl puts it, in a more general way, from spiritual problems (1970:

103).

6.6 NoO-dynamics

This is defined by Frankl as the spiritual dynamics in a polar field oftension where

one pole is represented by a meaning to be fulfilled and the other pole by the man

who must fulfill it. To survive in even the worst conditions, Frankl says, one must

have the knowledge that there is a meaning in one's life.
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Mental health is based on a certaindegreeoftension, the tensionbetweenwhat one

has already achieved andwhat one still oughtto accomplish, or the gapbetweenwhat

one is andwhatone should become. This meansthat what man actually needs is not

homeostasis, or a tension-less state,but rather, the strivingand struggling for some

goalworthy ofhim. Noo-dynamics is this call ofpotentialmeaning, waitingto be

fulfilled by man(Frankl 1970:106-107).

6.7 Existential vacuum

The existential vacuum refers to the loss of the feeling that life is meaningful, mani

festing itselfmostly in a state ofboredom. Sometimes the frustrated will to meaning

is compensated, for example, by a will to power, the will to money, or the:willto.
pleasure, like sexualpleasure(Frankl 1970:108-109). Franklwas of the opinion that

this vacuum or "emptiness"is present in everyman and woman. He has used this

"emptiness" to movepeopleinto a meaningful direction.

6.8 Supra-meaning

This is the ultimate meaning that exceeds and surpassesthe finite intellectual capaci

ties ofmanbecause logos is deeper than logic. It is to endure the meaninglessness of

life,but rather to bear the incapacity to grasp its unconditional meaningfulness in ra

tional terms (Frankl 1970:120). Thishas to do with the world beyond the human

world, with anotherdimension. in additionto the biological, psychological and spiri

tual dimensions. This other "outer-worldly" dimension is the ultimateor supra

meaning (Guttmann 1996:36).
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6.9 Self-transcendence

Self-transcendence is a tenn that refers to the ability ofman to transcend himselfl

herself This means that man has the ability to move from "this world" to the so-call

ed "other world" in order to overcome hislher problems and difficult circumstances,

This term implies man's ability to overcome his present problems by "reaching out"

and "finding meaning" outside himselfherself and/or by giving and/or attaching

meaning to something or someone. At a deeper philosophical-linguistic level, one

moves from the so-called "immanent" side ofthings ("from the here"), to the so

called "transcendental" side ofthings ("to the 'there'Ito the 'outside'/to a 'higher

lever").

6.10 Pan-determinism

Frankl said "By this I mean any view ofman which disregards or neglects the in

trinsically human capacity of:free choice and interprets human existence in terms

ofmere dynamics (Frankl 1970:59). This term mejudice stands in direct contrast to

a futalistic point ofview where everything is decreed and ordained to happen in a

specific fixed-deterministic, static order.

Frankl never accepted the status quo ofany human being. People can (and must)

change! The term "pan-determinism" was used to say that this humanistic-philoso

phical view is something that is in conflict to what Viktor Frankl experienced in the

German Nazi camps, and in what he believed is correct. He strongly believed that

man shapes his destiny because he/she can exercise a choice and has the ability to

transcend anygiven circumstances - no matter how difficult.
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6.11 Collective neurosis

For Fmnkl this term refers to meaning frustration or existential frustration. This has

to do with people who complain about the meaninglessness oflife (1970:17). A ca

reful reading ofhis work reveals that "meaninglessness" has to do with the fact that

someone is unable to attach meaning to something/somebodyand/or to find meaning

in something/somebody. This term was a FrankHan effort to describe the different

frustrations that come to the fore and what people are experiencing when they lack

meaning or purpose in life.

6.12 Logodrama

It seems safe to say that Frankl understands logodrama as a real event that someone is

busy experiencing while being confronting with questions dealing with the mean-ing

oflife or suffering. Thisdrama can also be described as a "psychodrama" (Frankl

1970:118). It seems that he imagined or pictured a real situation in which someone

finds himseJflherselfand in which he/she must deal with confrontational-existential

questions.

6.13 Height psychology

This term was postulated by Frankl as a complement to the prominent "depth psyho

logy" ofSigmund Freud and his followers. In "height psychology" Frankl places

special emphasis on the noetic dimension. The noetic dimension is that human di

mension, which has a meaning orientation and where buman responsibility (where

man must decide what helshe is responsible for, and how he/she perceives life's

demands from him/her at a given moment) is one ofthe central tenets ofpsycho-
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therapy (see Guttmann 1996:4).

6.14 Noetic dimension

Thisdimension, in Frankl's opinion, is a specifically human dimension which has a

meaning orientation. This dimension is dealing with man's "mind" ("noes") which

is orientated towards meaning. The term "noetic" comes from the Greek word

"noes" thatmeans "mind" or "the understanding" - the so-called "faculty ofthink

ing" (Arndt & Gingrich 1975:546).

6.15 Existential frustration

The frustration ofthe will-to-meaning that also may lead to neurosis is called exis

tential frustration (Frankl 1965:xii). This term is born out ofhis existentialist point

ofview. Existentialism especially came to the fore after the:first and second World

Wars when people tried, probably much more than before, to find meaning basically

in everything they do/see/experience in the light ofthe destructions and scars that

they had experienced (Heron 1985:22-119; Nietzel, Bernstein & Milich 1994:28-32,

56-57; Brammer, Abrego & Shostrom 1993:34).

6.16 Existential neurosis

This is a neurosis thatarises because ofmoral conflict or a conflict ofthe conscience

(Frankl 1965:xvii). Religious matters, for example, may be a root cause for this kind

ofneurosis because what a person believes may be in conflict with his/her religious

background and/or values.
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6.17 The tragic triad

This is a term that is used in logotherapeutic circles when logotherapists are dealing

with issues of guilt, suffering and death. The triad consists ofthese three experien

ces - guilt, suffering(pain), and death (Frankl 1969:ix& Guttmann 1996:45-47).

This term. that normallyevokes an imaginative triangle-picture iii one's mind. is not

so well known amongst those moving outside logotherapeutic circles.

7. Delimitation ofthis study and the modus operandi

Chapter one ofthis study had focused on basic methodological issues. It included an

introductionto this study, the problem and reason for this dissertation, and the eva

luative point ofview, from which this study will be done. It was mentioned that a

discussion ofevery logotherapeutictechnique or method will be given in the coming

chapters. No research hypothesis wasformulatedbecause this is a theoretical-evalua

tive study. The basic terminologyused in logotherapyhas also been mentioned.

Chapter two will focus on the existing different logotherapeutic techniques. These

techniques or methods will basically be evaluated from a personality psychological

point ofview, while chapter three will discuss the major different logotherapeutic

tests that are used. The last chapter (chapter four) will evaluate the present uses of

logotherapy and the possible future oflogotherapy.

The philosophical-theoretical background oflogotherapy, what it is, for what it

stands, its beliefs and everythingthat has basically to do with this psychological me

thod. are basically assumed as general knowledge in this study. Because this study

wants to evaluate the different logotherapeutic techniques, and not to "reinvent the
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'logotherapeutic wheel"', proverbially-speaking, only brief attentionis givento those

mattersthat are already known, but is in one way or another connectedwith the gene

ral aimof this study (see inter alia the work ofNaomi Klapper 1974, Don Muilen

berg 1968& Willem Mostert 1978for theoretical descriptions ofwhat logotherapy

comprises).

~-
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CHAPTER TWO

THE DIFFERENT LOGOTHERAPEUTIC lECHNIQUES

2. Introduction

.
Thischapter focuses on thedifferent logotherapeutic techniques in logothempy. In

order to evaluate these methods it is first necessaryto say what these methods are and

how they are used in the therapeutic setting.

2.1 The different logothempeutic techniques

The main techniques oflogotherapy in the 1960swere paradoxicalintentionand de-
'-

reflection (Frankl 1970:143; 1971:99 & GuttmaTlTlI996:72). The other techniques

that developed later were modification ofattitudes, the logo-anchor technique, the

appealing technique, the Socraticdialogue, the symbolic growthexperience and 10

gothempeutic dream analysisfJnterpretation. A proper understanding ofthese diffe

rent methods is essential in order to evaluateit in a more objectiveway.

2.U Paradoxical intention

AlreadybeforeWorld War II Franklpublished case histories in whichhe used this

particulartherapeutic method. He said thathehad used this methodalready since

1929but did not publishit scientifically until 1939. This methodhadbeen used with

especially good results in the treatment ofphobic and compulsive patients, in cases of

severe obsessive-compulsive neurosis and for many other problemsthat cause much

anguish and pain where the freedom andenjoyment oflife were limited for the

sufferers (Guttmann 1996:72).
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In the first reported cases Frankl was interested to see whether pharmaceutical the

rapy-with benzedrine was useful for treating some neuroses. He found that the medi

cine only had the function of a temporary stimulant; the patients needed some other

form ofpsychotherapeutic intervention. As a result of this situation Frankl was look

ing for a method that could assist in the psychotherapeutic setting. Paradoxical

intention was developed while he was busy with cases ofobsessive compulsions and

stuttering (Frankl 1992:2-6).

How does this method works? Anticipatory anxiety, for example, is an anxiety that

often produces precisely that situation ofwhich the patient is afraid. A person who is

afraid ofblushing when he faces a group ofpeople, will actually blush at precisely

that moment. A symptom evokes a psychic response in terms of anticipatory anxiety
~-

that provokes the symptom to reappear. The recurrence of the symptomin turn rein-

forces the anticipatory anxiety, and thus a vicious circle is completed. Within this

vicious circle, the patient himself is enclosed; as ifhe is in a cocoon (Frankl 1986:

221).

To avoid this type offear, people, according to Frankl, use a characteristic pattern of

behavior based on avoidance ofthose things, or places, that cause the anxiety to ap

pear, such as open places and closed rooms. As a result ofthis unusual behavior,

there develops a phobic pattern ofbehavior. In obsessive neurosis, for example, the

fear is paralled by a fight against the anxiety-producing thought. Here the fear is

about the possible actualization ofthe same behavior that produces the anxiety.

The "fight/struggle" ofthe client/patient to obtain sexual orgasm, for example, with

regard to sexual neurotics, is a typical example ofwhat is called in logotherapy "ex

cessive intention" or "hyper-intention." This excessive intention prevents the ac-
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complishment ofwhat the patient desires. According to Franklparadoxical intention

is a logotherapeutic technique in which the phobicpatient is invited to intend., even if

onlyfor a moment, preciselythat whichhe fears (see Frankl 1986:223). This im

plies a definite cognitive decisionfromthe side ofthe patient to get involved. In

otherwords, the patient/client must decide to change.

This logotherapeutic methodintends"to take the wind out ofthe sails of the phobia",

and this bringsabout a change ofattitude toward the phobia. The procedure makes

use ofself-detachment which is a capacity inherentin the otherhuman ability, that of

usinghumor to laugh at one's own weaknesses and fears. This is why Frankl belie

ves that paradoxical intention shouldactuallybe used in a humoristic setting (Gutt

mann 1996:74).

Humorin the therapeutic settingproduces an unforeseen mentalpicture that becomes

transparent to the listener. Through usinghumor, for example,a joke, the listener, is

thrust from one "symbolic"universe to another in a sudden change with the aid of

verbal connections. According to Frankl he uses humor to reduce exactly thatwhich

the patient fears most. He has realised that no amountofargumentation, persuasion,

guidance, or explanations will help people who are trapped in their own cocoon of

fear. It is onlythroughmakingan appeal to the human capacity oflaughter, via the

use ofhumor, that will lead to the desired result. There is no doubt thatparadoxical

intention, as analysedand developed by Frankl, requires the mobilization ofan indi

vidual's sense ofhumor to counteract hisproblem (Guttmann 1996:76).

Paradoxical intentionis especiallyuseful in short-termtherapy, and accordingto

Frankl, it does not belongto the persuasivemethods. A patient (or client) does not

suppresseshislher fears on rationalgrounds, but he/she overcomes them by exaggera-
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tingthem. As a resultsomething happens at a deeper level - an existential reorien

tationoccurs (Frankl 1986:240).

The moment a neurotic person stopsfighting his obsessions and insteadtries to ridi

cule themby dealing with themin a humoristic way, he/she overcomes the vicious

circlewhich leads to the disappearing of the symptoms. Franklwas ofthe opinion

that the best way to break out ofanyviciouscircle is to makeuse ofpharmaco-thera

py and psychotherapy.

In order to eliminate, for example, agoraphobia, claustrophobia, and phobias that are

based in the physiology ofa person, Frankl developed a drug in the 1950sthat brings

about relaxation. Bothphysiological and psychological means are necessary to

remove a phobia. Paradoxical intention was Frankl's psychological aid~ effect the

therapy.

He believed that confrontation withfear is the best medicine to overcome fear. How

ever, he warnedthat one mustnot use this methodwhen patientsare suffering from

psychotic depression. The therapist mustmake sure that he/she understands the pa

tient's/client's contextual situation beforehe/she applies paradoxical intention to their

situation. So oftenpeople forget that Franklnever intended that paradoxical intention

is a psychological aid that must be used on its own whenyou are dealingwith diffe

rent kindofphobias. He never intendedto eliminate any form ofphysiological help.

Paradoxical intention is not a substitute for medicine. It is only a psychological aid.

There are several successful case studiesin which paradoxical intention was used to

cure a patient/client. These include inter alia fear for excessive perspiration, suffer

ing from a writer's cramp, a severebacterio-phobic obsession, a fear of sleeplessness,
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a fear offlying, a fear ofheights, stuttering, a fear ofelevatorridingarid a fear of

crowded streets (Guttmann 1996:78-84).

Paradoxical intention is a technique, to use military terminology, that can be recruited

to make war on people's fears. However, in this war the weapon is offensive, not de

fensive! It is essentially a modification ofattitudes centeredon a symptom. How

ever, clientslpatients mustknow that self-distancing is essential to achievethe desired

aim. Clients need to be tanght to use their defiant power ofthe humanspirit, so that

insteadof beinghelpless victims oftheir fate, they wouldbecome the captainsof

their own emotions by their will power. The important role ofman's will cannot and

mustnot be underestimated.

One outstanding feature ofthis technique is that a person/patient/client takes

responsibility for their own recovery. A stand is taken, a deed done to act and to

eliminate the feared symptoms. When clientsindeeddo what is explained, change

their attitudes, andpractice as they are instructed, they gain a new sense of self It is

because of this "new sense ofself' that this methodhas such a long-lasting effect on

a client's/patient's behaviorafterhe/shehas receivedtreatment. Lukas (1986:77), for

example, told a woman who fearedcrowded streets, that she has the abilityto think,

to act, to pian and to decide. She did this so that the womanwith this specificfear

couldsee the separation betweenhealth and exaggerated feelings offear and

obsession.

In the lightofwhat has been said it becomesclear that paradoxical intention as a

technique is based on the mobilization ofan individual's sense ofhumorand the

defiantpowerofthe human spirit to countera problem in living. Breakingthe

patternoffear by an exaggerated wishfor the very samething that is feared, and
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replacingit with a healthyattitude to life, may bring about a new sense of selfand

well-being. The uniquecapacity ofhumanbeings to laugh at themselves, turned into

a therapeutic device by Frankl,has been found to be ofgreat importance for survival

both in the clinical and the communal sense.

In referring to the reality and success ofparadoxical intention as-a technique, Bulka

(1989:58) said that " ... throughlaughing at defeat, we transcend it; by jesting in the

midst of our predicament, we transcend it; by smiling in the midst ofdepressing

circumstances, we retain our individual and group sanity."

How do we evaluate paradoxicalintention? It is importantto remember that this me

thodwas meant to be used in conjunction with physiological aids like pharmaceutical

therapy. While biomedical models are concerned with the role ofdisease; individual

biochemistry and human genetics in psychological disorders (Kendall & Hammen

1995:62), the therapist using paradoxical intention, will not focus on these issues.

He/she will acknowledge possible medical and biological factors that may be present

and/or playa possible role in the life ofhis patient/client, but the intention ofFrankl

with paradoxical intentionwas that this techniquemust focuses on the "psychological

aspects", not the medicallbiological aspects.

This methodis a "method of"opposites" because when you fear you must imagine

that you are scared! The use of"symbols" are important; imaginarysymbols. The

patient/client is cognitively involvedin the therapeutic process because he/she must

"intend" (a cognitiveprocess). Choice plays an important, ifnot the decisive role, in

the wholehealing process. A rational decisionmust be taken by the client/patient.

To put it differently, the client/patientmust "decide" what he/she is going to do in the

givensituation. By taking their own decision, it becomes possible for the client!
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patient to change hisIher attitude(s).

From a psychoanalytical point ofview the past ofa person is ignored. Frankl will

take note ofit but it does not play such an important role. It is more directed to the

"now" and the 'future." Instincts, drives and the libido are not taken into account in
.

the therapeutic setting. There are no emphases on sexual impulses (Ross 1992:58).

There are also no investigations into the various stages ofpsychosexual development

(Erikson 1963:273). No questions are asked about fixations, for example, the oral,

anal, and phallic stages. The unconscious levels ofa client/patient does not play an

important role. The fucus ofparadoxical intention is per se not on the person, but on

the problem.

Thismethod is direct and almost confrontational in nature. The cognitive models of

therapy certainly would welcome Frankl's emphasis on the cognitive fimctioning ofa

person (Kendall & Hammen 1995:57-57, 3). Especially Albert Ellis' rational

emotive therapy (RET) which tries to confront irrational beliefs, is a typical example

ofwhat paradoxical intention as a technique tries to do.

Frankl was not ashamed to acknowledge that instead oflaying down on a sofa "to

just talk" what "comes up", it is rather more important "to sit on a chair and hear the

truth!" Paradoxical intention deals directly with the "thoughts" ofa person. A per

son is scared (the symptom) because he/she "thinks" «(hisIher thoughts tells him/her

so) that helshe is scared. In this sense, thismethod is mejudice closer to the cogni

tive therapies than to psychoanalytical methods.

The conative aspects ofman are important. The "will" to do and to act is vital.

Helplessness is tackled because the therapist will confront the patient/client to do
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something about hislher situation. This "something" must be "meaningful"and

"constructive." There is no room for the proverbial"l-feel-sorry-for-you"attitude

that manytherapists try to convey. Although empathyis shown, the client/patient is

directedtowards decision-making and a "getting into action." Action speaks louder

than words, is perhaps a good description ofwhat paradoxical intention intends to do.

It is safe to say that therapistswho make use ofparadoxical intentionare people who

inter alia often movevery close to William Glasser's reality therapy (Glasser 1975:9

10; 1980:48-60 & Ras 1998:115-125). Although Glasser's three "R's", namely,

"reality", "responsibility" and "right-and-wrong" are used in a different sense, the

terms "reality" and especially"responsibility"also operate in logotherapeutic circles.

A person is very often confrontedto face "reality" and to take "responsibi-lity" for

his/her own life/affairs. You are responsible! In this sense, therapists ofparadoxical

intention and those usingreality therapy, meet on commongrounds.

Free association is not used in paradoxical intention. Logotherapists almost imme

diately focus on the exact problem. In short, they will ask a patient/clientwhat is his!

her problemand then after identifying the symptoms, they will try to redirect the

thoughts ofthe client/patient. The closest that psychoanalysts come to those using

paradoxical intention, is throughusing "emotionalreeducation" where patients are

encouragedto convert their newly intellectual insights into everyday living. Emotio

nal reeducationis the final step, after the implementation ofother psychoanalytic

assessment techniques such as free association, interpretation ofresistance, dream

analysis and analysisoftransference(Hjelle & Ziegler 1992:120-125).

Erich Fromm's humanistic personological point ofview with its special emphasis

that a person must be understood in the light of"cultural forces" existing at a
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particularmoment in history (Ifjelle & Ziegler 1992:216)has led inter alia to his

forniulation offive human existentialneeds. One ofthese five. the "need for

transcendence". strongly operates in paradoxical intention. althoughin a different

sense.

All persons need to transcendtheir "passive animal nature" to become active and

creative "shapers oftheir own lives" (Ifjelle & Ziegler 1992:219). This idea of

transcendence comes to the fore whenparadoxical intention is put into operation.

"You can do it! You can get out!" - is the typical-ordinary-modern-persuasive

encouraging talk that could be used.

This ideaof"getting out" and to "change" forever is used by adherentsofFrank1 to
~-

emphasise that a patient/client must never give up hope because there always is a way

out. There is meaning, even ifit's very difficult to find. "There is meaning! Just

transcend! Find meaning! Attach meaning! It's there! You will find it!" These

types ofremarks are typical in the logotherapeutic setting where paradoxical

intentionis used as a therapeutic technique. That's why Fromm's remarks on

"transcendence". in a certain sense. overlaps with that ofFrankl

However.Viktor Frankldid not put the applicationofhis method in a socio-cultural

perspective. The way he applied paradoxical intention implies that he saw it in

praxis as "a-historical". as "timeless." It seems safe to say that thismethod is not

only regarded as "timeless". but also as relatively"a-cultural" (not connected with a

specificculture) and relatively"a-social" (not connected with a particular social

setting). You can use this techniqueall around the globe.
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From a dispositional personalitypoint ofview, logotherapists who implement

paradoxicalintentionsay that the past history ofa person is useless unless it can be

shown to be relevant to the existingproblem that they need to address. In

conjunction with Frankl's emphasison the "nons" or "mind" that a person must use

in order to get involve in a responsible decision-making process in order to positively

change, Gordon Allport correctly had placed great importance on a person's

cognitiveprocesses.

However, the greatest difference between Frankl's and Allport's emphasis on cogni

tive processes, is that the first-mentioned has emphasised it with the idea to confront

the client to make a decision about his/her problems. Ifhe/she is willing to change,

he/she must "go" for it! Allport, on the other hand, has emphasised the mind by ask-
~

ing "futuristic questions." The future plans and intentions ofa person were ofutter-

most importance. Allport loved to stress the future plans and goals ofa person in or

der to set himlherfree and to heal himlher. Frankl also emphasised the future, but

perhaps not as much as Allport (Hjelle & Ziegler 1992:251-252).

In contrast with behaviorists like Burrhus Skinnerwho have over-emphasized the

role ofthe external environment in determiningpeople's behavior, Frankl was ofthe

opinion that man could transcend the environment. The success ofparadoxical

intention inter alia depends on the client/patientwho voluntarilywill make a choice

to change and to transcend This Franklian emphasis is important because ifa

client/patientrefuses to decide to change, no Iogotherapeutic therapy will be

complete or successful.

From a social-eognitive point ofview, paradoxical intention does not always take se

riously into account the continuous reciprocal interaction ofbehavioral, cognitiveand
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environmental influences. Although the cognitive aspectdoes get attentionthe other

two aspects are neglectedat times or do not get a strong enough emphasis. Albert

Banduraand Julian Rotter especiallywould have stressed thispoint (Bandura 1977 &

Rotter 1954, 1982).

GeorgeKelly's cognitive-construct theories reveal thathe strongly emphasizedthe

ability ofhuman beingsto change. Persons comprehendtheir worlds throughtrans

parent patternsor constructs, which means thatthey interpret experiencesin the light

of the specific construct that they use. One can point out thatlogotherapists, using

paradoxical intention, will confront "these constructs" ifthey are of the opinion that

the patient/client is usingthe wrong construct.

Therapists in paradoxical intention as well as those using the insights ofGeorge Kel

ly, are both strongly committed to address cognitive issues like "wrong thinking"

and/or"cognitive interpretations." However, although the way they will do it in

praxis will and may differ, insights, comingrespectively from each ofthese two

therapeutical settings, certainlywill reveal stimulating and useful material for future

consideration (Kelly 1955 & 1963).

Abraham Maslow and others from the humanistic personality-psychological point of

view, who strongly believe thatpeople are capable offashioning their own lives, cer

tainlywill welcome the idea ofFrankl thatpeople are confronted throughparadoxical

intention to change. Personality change(including the removal ofnegative and pro

blematic symptoms) comes into existenceand to the fore when people start moving

toward the actualization oftheir potentials. This humanistic emphasis, that also ope

rates Vibrantly in therapeutical settingswhere paradoxical intention is used, will be

welcomed by those who are convinced that the increasingof "growth motivation"
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("'meta-motivation") will lead to a reduction in problematic symptoms - something

that logotherapists intendto do with paradoxical intention(Maslow 1987).

From a phenomenological perspective, Carl Rogers would also agree with logothe

rapeutic therapists that the aims ofparadoxical intention, "to change" and to bring

about a "change ofattitude" and "to reduce symptoms", are exactly what he has in

mind, but, the modus operandi, how to do that, will differ. A Rogerian therapist is

more a "facilitator ofgrowth" (Hjelle& Ziegler 1992:526) than a "challenger' or

even one who "confronts" (even in a humoristic way), like in logotherapeutic circles

where paradoxical intention is used.

2.1.2 Dereflection

Viktor Frankl said that the two uniquehuman features that formthe basis for human

existencein this world, and those two that are the most relevant for a humanistic psy

chotherapy, are self-transcendence and self-detachment. Self-transcendence is when

humans directthemselves toward somethingor someoneother than themselves; to

meanings outside themselves. By being immersed in work or love, one transcends

and actualize oneself Frankl (1980) stronglybelieves that what motivates a person is

his/herown choices.

Self-detachment is the humancapacity to detach ourselves from outward situations

by our thoughts, fantasies, and memories, and our ability to take a stand toward

conditions or situations. Humanbeings have the ability to detach themselves not

only fromexternal situations, but also from internal ones. This capacity is the source

on which Franklhas based his logotherapeutic techniques. In the light ofthese
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beliefs ofFrankl, he has developed dereflectionto counteract human suffering and

unhappiness caused by various dysfimctions.

This methodwas originally used for those sufferingfrom sexual dysfimctioning. The

pursuit ofhappiness,paradoxicallyproduces the opposite results. The more people

run after happiness, the more happiness nms away from them. David Guttmann

(l996:86) points out that a circle begins, comprisingofthe following elements.

A desired aim is directly strived for and intended to such an extreme that we can

speak ofhyper-intention. Most often this hyper-intentionis accompanied by much

self-examination, self-observation, and contemplationabout one's self, what Frankl

has called "hyper-reflection." When self-observational and self-contemplational
~

behavioroccurs, coupled with anticipatory anxiety, or fear ofnot being able to

produce or attain the desired goal, or when one intends to grab pleasure and

happiness by force, and these flyaway, as they always do when people reach for

them, a pathological basis is formed as a vicious circle that only increases the

disturbance.

To counteract"these elementsand to breakout ofthe vicious circle, centrifugal forces

must be brought into play, meaning that instead ofhyper-intending (to gain pleasure)

one should give himselt7herselfto the other; instead ofengaging in hyper-reflection,

one should forget about himself or herself To forget about one's self one must give

ofhimself This applies not only to the treatment ofsexual dysfimctions but to other

humanachievements as well (Guttmann 1996:86).

Dereflectionhas nothingto do with catharsis or ventilation. Catharsis, as practised

by Sigmund Freud and learned fromthe physician Joseph Breuer, is a technique
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aimedat the releasingand freeing ofemotions through talking about one's pro

blems. Ventilation, on the other hand, releases or discharges emotions thathave

buildt up and caused the individual to have internal stress and conflict (Barker 1987).

In a social work context, Guttmann (1996:88) says thatwith ventilation the social

worker encourages purposeful expression offeelings by listening, asking relevant

questions, listeningintentlyto answers, and avoidingany behavior that seems intole

rant or judgmental (Barker 1987:132& Guttmann1996:88).

Because catharsis and ventilationand the purposeful expression offeelings in

workingwith clients are insufficient for dealing with fears caused by anticipatory

anxiety, and because this neurotic condition is further reinforcedby cripplinghyper

reflection, the client is taught throughthe technique ofdereflection, to ignore the

symptoms and to divert his/her capacity to positive matters.

As long as a patient/client is not directed toward positive aspects, dereflection cannot

be attained. It is necessary that a patient/clientmust be dereflected from hislher dis

turbance to the task at hand or the partner involved(Guttmann 1996:89). He/she

must be reoriented toward his specific vocation and mission in life. In Franklian

language, he/she must be confrontedwith the "logos ofhis/her existence" (Frankl

1986:258). What it means in praxis is thata person looks away from himself7

herself and his/her problematicsymptoms,and focuses on matters thatare positive

and goal-directed; matters thatwill set him/her free and will heal himlher.

The cue to cure for logotherapeutic healing is self-commitment. As a technique dere

flection opens horizons and widens an individual's circle ofmeaning, while, at the

same time, enrichinghis/her life. For Lukas (1986) this technique is an aid in which
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the essence is to substitute somethingpositive for somethingnegative, and in which

symptomreduction is only a by-product, not the aim. She believes that thereal aim

ofdereflectionis to enable the client/patientto reduce and completelyeliminate the

symptom. Once thesymptomsare cut off; thedoors are opened to discover new

meanings in life.

For example,when a woman who bad suffered from frigidity for a long time and bad

constantlythought about whatwent on in her body during intercourse was told to

concentrate on her husband instead, she was able to reach orgasm in a matter ofa few

days (Frankl 1952 & Guttmann 1996:89). Dereflection, in other words, will work

when the client/patientrealizes (cognitively-speaking) that he/she must start looking

away fromthe negative symptomto something/something positive.

Because the therapist cannot prevent the client from thinking, he/she can only tell the

latter to think ofsomethingelse that bothers himlher. That is, rather than concen

tratingon the symptom, the client needs to direct his attention on what is more posi

tive, more valuable, and worthy ofeffort: on another human being to encounter lo

vinglyor a task to accomplishwelL This is where the importance ofself-transcen

dence comes in. The client/patient IDUSi be able to transcend out/away from the ne

gative symptoms/circumstances.

Self-transcendence lies at the heart ofa person's ability to break out ofthe circle that

holds himlherprisoner ofhislher own weaknesses. This holds true whether the pre

ceding behaviors refer to body fimctions or to socially acquired fimctions, such as

taking an examination, asking a girl or boy for a date, or deliveringa lecture before a

crowded lecture hall. Concentratingon the task, rather than on the feelings offear

and anxiety is the importantmatter here. Logotherapists believe that dereflection is
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that logotherapeutic techniquewhich will enable the patient/clientto achieve this at

tention-shift (Guttmann 1996:90).

Lukas (1980) points out that in logotherapyone must offer a part of oneself in order

to awaken a part ofthe patient/clientto a life ofmeaning. To gain from dereflection

one must be ready to sacrifice. It requires an immenseeffort and folerance offrustra

tion by the therapist. However, before applying this technique, one must make sure

that there is no physiological cause present, and that it rather safely can be assumed

that the roots lie elsewhere, most likely in the client's/patient's exaggerated self-ob

servationor hyper-intention.

How does dereflection work practically? The logotherapistwill first reduce the pa

tient's/client's hyper-reflection on bimselflherself, an "alternative list" will'then be

drawn np and lastly one of these alternativeswill be selected. The "doing" of the

"choice' will assist and help the client/patientto be more goal-directedand to over

come the negative symptom/problem/feeling (Guttmann 1996:101-106).

This techniqueis based on the human capacity to rise above limitingand constricting

circumstances and situations and to take astand toward them. Rising above and be

yond conditions that imprisonthe human spirit and cause undue suffering opens new

doors before the eyes ofthe sufferer. In short this means that the essence ofdereflec

tion is to counteract the negative forces and to turn them into human achievements.

The technique itselfserves as a vehicle for directing the individual toward higher and

more positive goals in life. Because people, from a religiousperspective, have been

placed into this world to contnbute to its improvement, anythingthatprevents this

must be regarded as problematic. Guttmann (1996:106) correctly said that when so-
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meone's spirit is tied down with a relentlesspursuitofworldlygoods and with all

kind ofgratifications or when someone's existence on this earth is based on satis

fying hislherneeds only, without considering the will and interests ofother people,

the compulsive, hyper-intending and self-negating elements combine to lower the

individual to a levelnot worthy ofa human being. This is one ofthe reasons why

Franklhas emphasized so strongly the necessity that a person must find meaningin

life and/orattachmeaning to other persons/objects, in order to move away from a

selfish self-centered point ofview and/or lifestyle.

According to David Guttmann (1996:106-107) dereflection's therapeutic power can

be successfully used in cases ofaddictions, chronic,psychosomatic and neurotic

conditions, both in group and in case work. The therapist is urged to be careful of the
"-

diagnosis and to be aware ofpotentialethicalproblems. Before any action is taken,

one should anticipate whether there would be the possibility to regret the move. The

therapist could experiment with logotherapeutic alternatives and reinforce the

positiveresults achieved by this technique.

Thismethodmay be used on its own in cases where normal conditions, for exam

ple, sleep and orgasm are forced by the client/patient, and when these functions are

blockedby harmful hyper-intention. In such cases derefIection changes the attitude

that previously caused the blockage. At times people are trapped and strangled by

normal and abnormal behavioral patterns that cause much anguish and suffering.

Whenboth conditions are present, the logotherapist may use a combination oflogo

therapeutic techniques by first hberating the client/patient from anticipatory anxiety,

and after that, by removing the blockage and changing the client'slpatient's attitude

toward the self and others. Many aberrations ofbehaviourcan be eliminatedor at

least reducedin intensity by a change in direction - from self-punishing, self-Iower-
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ing and a self-centered path, to a healthy one; one that elevates the humanbeing to

meaningful living(Guttmann 1996:107).

In evaluating dereflection as a technique it is imperativeto remember that this thera

peutic aid is normallynot used on its own. It is always in conjunction with other 10

gotherapeutic techniques and/or physiological aids like pharmocotherapy- just like

paradoxicalintention. However, the purpose of this technique is to assist the thera

pist to direct the client/patient away from hislher own negative symptoms,to positive

ones that will bring about change.

From a rational-emotive therapeuticpoint ofview the rational emphasis on

redirectingthe thoughtsofthe client/patient away from the negative symptoms is a
'-

positivematter. The client/patient is supposed to "re-work" his thoughts away from

the negativematters to the positive. There is "no place" for "self-pity", "self

brooding",and/or any form of"self-centeredness" which negativelyinfluence the

client/patient. "Dereflection" actually clearly implies what it wants to do. "Don't

reflect on yourself! Look away from yourself! Focus on something else!"

Psychoanalysts are focusing on the past - no matter if it is negative or positive. Con

sistent reasoning from their side would lead to a more negative than positive evalua

tion ofdereflectionbecause their aim is to "move into the past" ofthe client in order

to establishwhat are the real causes ofthe problematic symptomsand/or behavior.

This modus operandi practicallymeans that they will in one way or another focus in

a "self-centeredway" on the patient's/client's negative symptomsand/or life!

lifestyle The difference between logotherapistsand psychoanalysts in looking at a

patient/ clientwould be that the first-mentioned startlooking at the "present"
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negative symptoms and then move to the "future", while the last-mentioned will look

at the "present" situation, and then they will move to the "past." Self-introspection

automatically, in one way or another, will then come to the fore. This is something

that logotherapists will try to avoid.

.
In criticizing dereflection it is necessary to keep the different philosophical presup-

positions ofthe different personality psychologists in mind. While logotherapists

also take neurophysiological and/or genetic factors into account when applying dere

flection in a therapeutic setting, behaviorists, with their strong emphasis that all beha

vior is learned (Hjelle & Ziegler 1992:294), will point out that this is a technique that

focuses more on "covert" actions "inside a person" that on overt actions ofpeople as

determined by their life experiences.

For Skinner (comp 1953, 1974), behavior is best understood in terms ofresponses to

the environment. While behavioral-psychologists would welcome the choices, the

cognitive thought-processes and even the confrontational nature (at times) of logothe

rapists in dealing with their patients/clients, their treatment are basically based on 0

perant conditioning (Hjelle & Ziegler 1992:300-330). This treatment inter alia in

cludes classical conditioning, extinction, reinforcement, aversive stimuli (like

punishments), token economy, social skills mining, assertiveness (socially-skilled)

tmining, self-monitoring, and biofeedback (biological feedback), which rest on diffe

rent philosophical-psychological presumptions (see HJelle & Ziegler 1992:314-319).

The proverbial Sitz im Leben ("original setting') ofthe patient/client is not seriously

enough taken into account in logotherapeutic circles - seen from a social cognitive

perspective. The social milieu and relevant cultural issues that are part and parcel of

modern societies are not genuinely opemting very strongly when dereflection is prac-
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tised as a logotherapeutic aid The operation ofbehavior, personal factors and social

forces as interlocking determinants donot come to the fore when deretlection is prac

tised AlbertBandura (1977), with his strong emphasison observational learning,

would agree with the logotherapeutic emphasis on rationality, but the tendency to

neglect the socio-cultural environmental factors, is not acceptable.

Ifderetlection is focused on the idea to remove the negative symptomsofa client!

patient in a self-actualising way, then humanists like Maslow (1970, 1987)will not

object against this logotherapeutic aid, but ifnot, it needs to be corrected. Ifit does

not make people aware oftheir potentials, then you are still dealing with what Mas

low called the "Jonah complex." This means thatthere is a fear ofsuccess that pre

vents a person from aspiring to greatness and self-fulfillment,

People who are simplyblind to their potentials and/or neither know that it exists, nor

understandthe rewards ofself-enhancement, are those that, in Maslowian language,

would developpsychologicalproblems; problems that logotherapists very often try

to solve throughderetIection. That is why deretlection, without a "self-actualising

emphasis," is not healthyfor those from a humanistic psychologicalpoint ofview.

From a Rogerian view point, the actualizingtendency, that is, the inherent tendency

ofa person to develop all hisIher capacities in ways that serve to maintain or enhance

the person (Rogers 1959:196), is important. What it means is that the primary motive

ofany person is to actualize, to maintain, or to enhance himselt7herself- to become

the best selfwhat his/her inheritednature will allow himlher to be. When logothe

rapists use deretIectionin order to heal their patients/clients, but in the process err in

neglectingthisRogerian emphasis, then phenomenological personologists certainly

would make them aware ofthis importantmatter.
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It becomes clear that the real problem for humanand phenomenological personolo

gists lies in the exact motive that the logotherapist has in mindwith the therapy. If

anyformofself-actualization andlorself-realization is denied, then it would serve no

real meaningful purpose. Logotherapists, in assistingandlordirecting the client/pa

tient, strongly need to take this point into account when usingdereflection in their

therapeutic setting.

The idiographic approachofGordonAllport (from a dispositional point ofview),

which is directedtoward uncovering the uniqueness ofeach person as in his "Letters

from Jenny"(Allport 1965), is something whichlogotherapists will emphasized that

theyhave in common with dispositional personologists. It is because of the recog

nition ofthe uniqueness ofevery human being thatlogotherapists will say thatthey
"-

use dereflection. Thisaid not onlyrecognizesthe uniqueness ofeveryperson, but it

assists in directing himlher away from hislher problematic symptoms to a more

definite goal-directed lifestyle.

Although the psychodynamic perspectives interalia includeassessment techniques

like free association, interpretation ofresistance, dream analysis, analysisof trans

ference and emotional reeducation and nowadays even group or family therapy,

andlormedical prescriptions (Hjelle & Ziegler 1992: 120-125), the practical

"movement" from the present to the past "life" ofa patient/client, is not in line with

the modusoperandi oflogotherapists who want to free those who come for therapy.

Insteadoffocusing on the unconscious Freudian"id", the focus is placed outside the

person,on "someone/something" else which is meaningful andlorwill give meaning

to the patient/client, andlor the patient/client is directed to attach andlor to give mean

ing to "someoneelse/something."
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Emotional reeducation is probablythe closest assessment technique in psychodyna

mics that shares a few insights with dereflection and that does not stand in sharp con

trast with this technique. However, it seems that the way in which each and every

individual psychodynamic therapist is using emotional reeducation will determine if

it has something in common with dereflection.

It seems that the primary motivein both techniques, to direct newly discoveredintel

lectualinsights into everyday living, forms a common ground for both techniques.

However, in emotional reeducation the client/patient first needs to acquire the in

sight(s) beforehe/she can move forward, while in dereflection the patient/client must

just choose, for example, to change,and then, even ifthere is no insight, he/she is

directedto something positive. Although some would differon thispoint, it seems

as if this is the general way it happens in practice (Hjelle & Ziegler 1992:124).

2.1.3 Modification of Attitudes

This ratherunknown logotherapeutic technique, for those that are movingoutside the

Franklian circles, is used in the area of attitudinal change toward selfand others.

Guttmann (1996:121) is ofthe opinion that this techniqueis perhaps regarded as the

most important logotherapeutic one for finding meaning in life. It is aimed toward

relieving the distress or despair of the clients, widening and strenghtening their

meaning orientation, helping them discover new potentials, and guiding them to

becomemoremature and responsible adults in their social environment.

According to Guttmann, Lukas, a well-known logotherapist, dividespeople who

come for psychotherapeutic help into two groups,namely, those in doubt and those in

despair. The people in doubt are those who are still searchingfor meaning in their
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lives, because their lives are void and without purpose, These people are living in the

proverbial "existential vacuum", that is, in a state ofboredom and emptiness, without

hope ofescape, without fi.nther growthand development, and without spiritual nou

rishment. This existential state can lead to depression, neurosis, and even psychosis.

Lukas claims that one-fifth ofall cases ofpsychological illness are caused by existen

tial frustrations and value conflicts and the remaining four-fifths ofthe psychological

disturbances are not free ofthem either (see Guttmann 1996:121).

People in despair are those who once possessed a meaning orientation and have lost it

through a blow offate, or who got tired oftheir lifestyles and became disappointed.

They belong to a group which find their security in life in a so-called "pyramidal

value system." This term ("pyramidal") originated in 1968 when it was first-used by
~

the Czechoslovakian logotherapist, Stanislav Kratochvil. In this type ofsystem, one

large value is at the top, while all other values rank fur below. People with pyramidal

value systems pursue one goal as their main interest in life and neglect the rest. They

tend to absolutization ofa relative value. Despair nonnally overcomes persons who

have lost the ability to perceive the entirety ofthe world and its events (Guttmann

1996:121-122 & Wolicki 1987:50-51).

Guttmann (1996:121-122) said that absohnization ofone value, be it love, family,

health, or success, carries with it the danger that when it fails people will succumb to

despair, nervous breakdowns, or attempts to nm away from life altogether. Narrow

ing the field ofvision to just one element or cause worthy ofliving sets up a person to

full victim to his own device. For when the top value crumbles, the whole life seems

to be in shambles. Therefore, the best way to protect oneselffrom falling into despair

is to free the value from its absolute measure, so that when it is lost, one may be sad.
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Sadness, however, can be turned aroundby modification of attitudeto the loss, and

redirection ofone's thinking and feeling from what was lost to what can be gained.

He gives the example ofMr A., age 60, who spent 40 years ofhis life as a librarian in

a scientific library, Whenhe was told that accordingto law he had to retire, he pa

nicked. He claimed that "he would simplydie", rather than retire. My life is empty

withoutmyjob," he told his therapist. "I don't know what to do, or how I would

survivethis blow offate." As the day ofhis retirementwas nearing,he became more

and more depressed, or alternatively quarrelsome and confused, and was seen as be

ing torturedby doubt as to his ability to survivein the changedcircmnstancesofhis

life.

David Guttmann (1996:122) furtherpointed out that Mr A is a characteristic case of

people in despair because oftheir loss ofthe pyramidal value that gave meaning to

their livesuntil change was forced on them. Mr A is also in need oflogotherapeutic

help. His distress needs not necessarily lead too sickness or suicide. "Every cloud

has a silverlining"says the popular wisdom. And every distress resultingfrom a

collapseofthe pyramidal value containsthe possibilityfor finding new meanings in

life.

The "defiant power of the human spirit," as Franklhas taught, can be marshaled to

counteractblows of fate and to rise up to the task ofwideningthe meaninghorizon of

a person. This, instead ofdwelling on past "glories" lost, and getting depressed, peo

ple need to be helped to discovernew meaningsand potentials and to set new goals

and purposesinto which they could pour the energiesstill stored in their spirits. In

other words, the therapeutic goal is to redirect the client's attitudes so that he/she can

find a positiveand healthy attitudeto life (Guttmann 1996:122).
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Logotherapy aims at restoring health by drawing on the resources ofthe human spirit

withwhichclients can combatthe blows offate. Finding meaning in a situation that

in itself is meaningless, such as an incurable disease, or an involuntarily ending ofa

career,or addiction, is not easy. But it can be attainedby logotherapeutic help. Mo

dification ofattitudes helps clients to turn fromthe negative, self-destructive, and pa

thological attitude toward constructive, life-enhancing endeavors. The therapists, as

in socialwork, cannotprescnbe different attitudes to life, but can suggestsome after

trust is established. He/shecan help the clientto differentiate between healthyand

unhealthy attitudes, and can attempt, at least, to influence clientbehavior, thinking,

and feeling (see Guttmann 1996:123).

Modification ofattitudes as a logotherapeutic technique means that the therapist uses

knowledge, experience, and even intuition in assessingwhethera certaiii attitude dis

playedby the clientis harmful or not. When the therapistdiscovers negative, dange

rous and destructive attitudes on the part ofthe client,he/she does not shy away from

openlydiscussing them. The therapist does not concernhimselfwithjudgments of

"good" and"bad" attitudes. Rather, he seeks to weigh whetheror not an attitude is

healthy.

Ifa given attitudeis found to be unhealthy, the therapistwill not hesitate to enter the

client's inner world. The body, psyche and spirit (the so-calledthree dimensions of

the human being)ofhumans are closely interwoven, and each affects the others. If

the therapist ignores or disregards the interrelationships among them, he may cause

iatrogenic neurosis or harm to the client (Guttmann 1996:123). At the same time, any

change in a positivedirection in any of the three dimensions ofbody, psyche, and

spirit can provideopportunities for growth(Guttmann 1996:123).
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Takashima (1990) said that in diagnosis we must also consider the so-called "func

tionaldimension." This is the fourth dimension (the body, psyche and spirit are the

first three). An ulcer, for example, can be an organic illness. The symptoms ofthe

illnesscan be the result ofprolonged anxietyor fear in the psychologicaldimension,

it influences the functional, and causes harm in the somatic dimension.

Logotherapeutic theory claims that the human spirit cannot get sick and thatit plays

an important role in the treatment of sickness. The originof sickness can be caused

by a conflictbetween values, or a lack ofmeaningand purpose in life. According to

Takashima the attitude people take toward their illness is of crucial importance for

health, survival and death. He is ofthe opinion thatthere are six possibilities with

respect to the results ofan illness:

1. Sick persons can be cured by themselves, or by nature.

2. They can be cured by a physician.

3. They can die without medical treatment.

4. They can die, despite, or even because ofmedical treatment.

5. They can remain chronically ill, even after medical treatment.

6. They can get healthyfrom a humanistic and existentialperspective, albeit not

biological viewpoint, by logotherapy,which helps to change their attitude toward

the illness, or to adopt an attitude of"living with the disease" in line with the

concepts of'humanistic psychosomaticmedicine (Guttmann 1996:124 &

Takashima 1990:25)

For a chronically ill client livingwith the disease means acceptance ofthe fact that

the disease cannot be cured. What can be done, therefore, is to concentrate the
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remaining energyon goals and meanings in life. And this change in perception re

quiresa modification in the attitudetoward the illness and the self.

Takashima (1990:86) claims thathe has successfully treated manypatients/clients

with a mixture ofmedical intervention and modification ofattitudes. He has also

seen people who have led healthy lives resultingfrom their own perception that they

have to livewith the incurablesickness rather than fight it hopelessly (see also

Guttmann 1996:124).

Accordingto Lukas (1980b:25-34 & 1986) there are three interrelatedsteps thatcan

beused in any sequenceoforder whenmodification ofattitudes are put into practice.

They are: (i) gainingdistancefrom the symptomsthat cause distress and despair, (ii)
....

modification ofunhealthy attitudes, and (iii) search for new meanings. A briefdis-

cussionofthese mentionedthree steps will illuminate our understanding ofhow mo

dification ofattitudesworks in praxis.

2.1.3.1 Gaining distance from distressingand depressing symptoms

In order to get" rid ofnegativefeelings and despair resultingfrom human losses, it is

vital that patients/clients mustbedistanced from their distressingand depressing

symptoms. They can behelped to distance themselves from their hannfu}- symptoms

by pointingout to themvalues that can be found even in distressingcircumstances.

A recently widowed woman may find consolationin remembering those qualities that

made her husband dear to her, qualities thatdeath could not wipe out. A life well

lived does not depend on its length, she may say to herself: and?gaID. strength from
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this knowledge. Widow's, for example, shouldbe helped through logotherapy to find

meaning in their suffering. They are temporarily in an existential vacuum.

Levinson (1989) says that bereavement is not a mental disorder, rather it is a psycho

logically normal process of transition and an opportunity to discovernew meanings.

Onlywhenbereavement is prolonged, beyond what in a givensociety is considered

as normal and prevents the individual from getting back to life, can we speak of

depression. This situation necessitates a changeofattitude and this is where

modification of attitudes can assist the sufferer.

To find meaning in suffering, peoplemust transcendthemselves, detach themselves

from theirpredicament and change their attitudes toward death, bereavement and

self Rising above and beyond ourselves leads toward new meanings, goals and use

ofpotential noeticpower inherent in all ofus. Thus, widows can be helped to turn

their predicament into personaltriumph by usingtheir will to meaning to get out of

their existential vacuum. This means that once people have taken responsibility for

their own"situations", the healing process gets on its way.

Identifying with their symptoms means-believing in a negative and unhealthy attitude

to life. There is always the dangeroffixation on the symptom and the more one is

fixated, the more it is difficult to break out ofthe vicious circle and gain distance

from the symptom. The role ofthe logotherapist, Franklhas said, is to widen and

broadenthe visual field ofthe patient so that the whole spectrum ofmeaningand

valuesbecomesconscious and visible to him (Frankl1962:110 & Guttmann 1996:

126). This means that the task ofthe therapist is to assist the client/patient in such a

way that there can be a change in the attitudesand/orbehaviorof the one who needs

help.
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2.1.3.2 Modification ofunhealthy attitudes

Thismay start with the realization by the patient/client that attitudes are not deter

mined by the situation but by the person. Frankl used to emphasise that the same

situation in which one finds himself/herselfcan be interpreted by another person dif

ferently. The attitude one takes toward events influences psychological health, or it

may lead, ifit is negative, to sickness. Guttmann (1996:126) correctly pointed out

that people can lead self-fulfilling lives ifthey acquire confidence in themselves, if

they are willing to say "I can", rather than "I cannot", to the tasks at hand.

Frankl's emphasis that, "He that has a why to live can bear with almost any how,"

underlines an important fact; that is that those who see meaning in their suffering, or

those that attach meaning to someone, or something, in a given situation, will be

more competent and efficient to handle those situations, than those who are still

moving in their existential vacuum and do not see/do not find any meaning, in where

they are/or what they do.

2.1.3.3 Search for new meanings

Logotherapists believe that the search for new meanings begins when the client/pa

tient has reduced, moved away from or eliminated the negative symptoms. The

elimination ofnegative symptoms is necessary to accept positive attitudes to life

because when a client identifies himseWherselfwith hislher symptoms, he/she

normally locks himseWherselfinto self-centeredness. Excessive attention to negative

factors blocks their view beyond themselves (Lukas 1980:35 & Guttmann 1996:126

127). In this step it is necessary to help clients use their liberation from their harmful

and pathogenic symptoms to accept positive attitudes to life.
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It is clear that this logotherapeutic techniquebas the general aim ofguidingand di

recting the client/patient inIawayfromhislher problematic attitudelbehavior/situa

tion. It is a method that is specific, goal-directedand futuristically-orientated.

It tries to assist the patient/clientin such a way that he/she must first make a choice

about hislher situationand then deliberatelyand purposely, in a meaningful way,

move away from the "present distressing situation/symptoms" to a more meaning

ful and positive lifestyle.

The individual decides hislher own fate and no one else can be blamed. This, in

short, is what modificationofattitudes tries to do. It is a deliberate cognitiveprocess

that not only makes a patient/clientaware ofdifferentmeaningful possibilities, but it
"-

also tries to definitely move/direct/steerhim/her into that direction which the the-

rapist and the client/patientthinklbelieve is the correct one. In a certain sense one

can say that the "affective" aspects ofa patient' s1client's life are confronted in such a

way that it is transformedinto conative and cognitivegoal-directed behavior that is

focused on a meaningful "future."

This technique will be criticized fromapsychodynamic point ofview, because, a

gain, the past ofthe person is put aside. The status quo ofa person's present situa

tion is here taken as the point ofdeparture and not the past thatactually holds the key

to thepresent symptomatic and problematic situation Logotherapistswill deny this,

but the filet is thatthe past ofthe patient/clientdoes not really matter. What is more

importantfor logotherapists, is the specific attitude what a patient/clientwill reveal in

that givensituation to hisIherproblems/symptoms.
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Egopsychologists likeErik Erikson(1963, 1968, 1979, 1982)wouldpointout that

modification ofattitudes does not reallytake the different past stages ofa person's

lifeintoproperaccount, for understanding the present situation of the client/patient.

The eightstages ofpsychosocial development (oral-sensory, muscular-anal, loco

motor-genital, latency, adolescence, earlyadulthood, middle adulthood, late adult

hood) are actually not analysed or taken into serious accountwhen the therapisttries

to directthe client/patient away from his/her distressing symptoms and/orattitude

(Erikson 1963:273).

KarenHorney wouldbe of the opinion that logotherapists do not seriously take the

socio-cultural background ofa person in mindbefore they direct a person into a

specific direction. Theimportance of cultural and social influences on personality

(Hjelle & Ziegler 1992:223) whichsurprisingly are lackingin the logotherapeutic

setting had been explained by Horney(1937, 1939)before World War One. How

ever, although the logotherapists will not deny these influences, they do not think that

these influences are the key to get rid ofproblematic symptomslattitudeslbehavior.

What is important, is the decision ofthe patient/client to change, and the definite and

dehberate cognitive moveto change your attitude in that given-problematic situation.

This"choice" to change will then lead to change.

Although he was a humanistic personologist, ErichFrommwould argue that

logotherapists do not take the different social systems, that had influenced, and/or

that influence a person, seriously enoughinto account. Becausepersonality is the

productofa dynamic interaction betweenneeds inherentin human beingsand the

forcesexertedby socialnorms, customs, laws, traditions and institutions, the

practical way ofimplementing modification ofattitudes by Iogotherapists, would be

seen as too simplistic and reductionistic (Fromm 1941).
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The confrontational and too direct manner in which logotherapists implement modi

fication ofattitudes certainlywill be criticisedby followers ofCarl Rogers. Roge

rians prefer a non-directive approachwhere the client/patient themselvesmust

discoverwhat their capacities, talents, and/or potentials are (Rogers 1961). In

logotherapeutic circles it is nothing strange that the therapists will actuallytell the

client/patient what these capacities, talents and/or potentials are: It also seems that

while both Rogeriansand logotherapistswill give directionto a patient/client, the

last-mentioned will go even further and point out the "destination."

It is open to debate iflogotherapists really seriouslytake into account the contempo

raneity ofhumanmotives (comp Allport 1961:220). From a dispositional

perspectiveAllport and other personologistsbelieve that personality is a dynamic and....
motivatedgrowingsystemwhere differenthumanmotives play an importantrole in

bringinginto existencethe present state ofa person. One gets the impression that

logotherapists do not "analyse" and/or "diagnose" their patients/clientsthoroughly

enoughto see iftheir "solution" to the problematicattitudelbehavior is really the

"correct/best" one. However, Allport's concept of"functional autonomy"(where

adult motivesare not related to past motives) does function strongly in the logo

therapeutic environment.

From a cognitive point ofview, especiallywhen it comes to rational-emotive therapy,

the Iogotherapeutic emphasison the "right" cognitiveattitude is important. Negative

attitudes are very often regarded as resultingfrom cognitivedistortions(Ellis 1962) 

something which logotherapists try to address in the therapeutic setting. Rational

emotivetherapists will focus on changingpervasive patterns ofirrational thinking,

rather than on targetingsymptoms(Ellis 1971:20; Lipsky, Kassinove & Miller
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1980:366-374). Logotherapists, on the other hand, will also target negative

symptoms in implementing modification ofattitudes. In fact, they will start with the

negativesymptoms and then proceed to the causes for these symptoms. Then, after

identifying the causes, they will redirect the "thought-processes"ofthe client/patient

away fromthese problematic symptoms to somethingpositive/meaningful. However,

this redirection only occurs after the client/patientbas made a choice to change.

Insight-oriented therapies like traditionalpsychoanalysisand contemporarypsycho

dynamic therapies lack the more direct and even confrontational approach that is

present in logotherapeutic circles when modification ofattitudes are implemented.

Both branches of this therapy focus on searching for underlyingcauses of maladap

tion and seek insightas a path to improveadjustment (Kendall& Hammen 1995:

67). This emphasis on the past, in order to discover the reasons for the present state

ofaffairs, is lackingin logotherapy. What is really ofmore importance for logothe

rapists, is your attitude in this situation.

The emphaseson early childhood developmentalstages (developmental psycholo

gists), the bonds between the present and the past (psychoanalysts), and even past

conditioning experiences(behaviorists) that are cmciaI in understandingthe present

state ofaffairs in a person's/client's life (Hjelle & Ziegler 1992:252), are not opera

ting stronglyin this logotherapeutic technique.

Although it is up to the individuallogotherapist to ask questions about the past of

their client's!patient's or not, this type ofmodus operandi is not regarded as neces

sary to change the patient's!client's attitude(s). The outstandingthing is that it is the

client/patientwho must decide in a given situationwhat his/her attitudelbehaviorwill

be. No past and/or environmental matter is bigger than the transcendental power that
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human beings can and mustexert in order to bringabout changein attitude and/or

behavior andIor lifestyle.

2.1.4 TheLogoanchor technique

Logoanchor, also calledlogohook, refers to an experience either fromthe past, or an

anticipated one from the future, that is rich in meaning, which can be used as an an

chor or hook in a currentsituation(Westermann 1993). The imageofthe anchor is

actually saying what this technique wants to achieve. Itwants to providean

anchorto those that are drifting away on life's ocean.

Multisensory imagery is used in bringing forth, frommemory, those experiences that
"-

oncefilled a personwithwonder. This logotherapeutic technique guides clients/pa-

tients in the searchfor anchoring experiences in their own lives, when they are in

touchwith theirhighestmoments, with their intuitive knowing, insight, creativity,

and othertraits oftheirnoetic (cognitive) dimension.

In one example, where a patient (Lisa)lost all her family and love ones. the therapist

lookedfor times in her life when she felt' protected and cared for. She (the therapist)

then used thesemoments as logoanchors for Lisa by dereflecting her from her grief,

to change her attitude to life, and to enableher to use meanings in her past as building

blocksfor the future (see Westermann 1993:29-30 & Guttmann 1996:130).

According to Guttman (1996:129) this Iogothernpeutic technique is used to bridge

gaps in communication betweenpartners, to findmotivation for livingand to com

fort the frightened, the lonely, and the anxious. The direct purpose or aim is to make

this technique available spiritually in times ofneed. It makes people aware of those
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instances ofthe past for use in the present. Practically-speaking, logoanchor is a

vividand imaginary technique that is based on the past cognitive-experiences ofa

person. It seems that the main criterion for the implementation ofthis techniqueis

that the patient/client musthave attachedmeaning to thatpast event and/orhas ex

perienced somemeaning because of thatpast event/situation.

This technique is deeplycognitive in nature, although the imagery may be affectively

coloured. Based on the reminiscences ofthe patient/client, logohook tries to bring

past "joy" intothe present "sorrow." These "joys" then act as a hook or anchor in

order to givemeaning to the patient/client who feels insecure, unsafe, rootless, or is

experiencing a state ofdistress.

Cognitive perspectives will find this technique meaningful as long as the irrational

thoughts and/orbehaviors ofthe client/patient islare addressed in a proper way. The

"move" to the past certainly is in line withpsychoanalysts who emphasised the past,

but it has absolutely nothing to dowith what they are lookingfor. The past is not

used in order to explain present symptomatic behavior,but certain meaningful past

events are used as an inspiration and a motivation to face the future in a meaningful

way and not to"give up hope.

Traditional psychoanalysts move to the past in order to see how the id, ego and su

peregohave functioned a long time ago, how the personality has been formed and

shaped in the past andby the past, and how unconscious drives and motives underlie

the presentbehaviorofa person (Papalia& Olds 1995:18). In other words, the aim

or purpose of logotherapists with the logoanchor techniqueis quite different from

what psychoanalysts try to do withtheir assessmenttechniques (Hjelle & Ziegler

1992:120-124).
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2.1.5 The Appealing technique

This methodcame into existencedue to Frankl's concept ofthe importanceofmean

ings and values in timesofdespair and doubt - for helping people to withstand the

vicissitudes oflife. This techniqueappeals to the human dignity ofa person and rests

on the power of suggestion. Paradoxicalintention,dereflection, modificationofatti

tudes and the logoanchor, cannotbe used with clientswho are near to collapse - there

is a need first to calm them down, let them relax a bit and still their excitement. The

appealing technique is used when the noetic or cognitive dimension is temporarily

blocked.

Lukas (1986)has developeda "suggestive trainingofthe will" within the appealing
'-

technique. The reason for this is that in logotherapeutic techniques it is the client

who alonemust decide and chooses hisoptions. Lukas' method leads to the

strengthening ofthe client's freedomofthe will. She calls the attention ofthe clients

to the fact that they are not helpless victims oftheir fates, their emotions, or oftheir

drives. Rather, they can shape their own destinies and live and strive for goals

worthy ofthem.

We can stay well, by using our will power to stabilizeour emotional state and thus

increase immunity (Lukas 1986). Lukas believes thatifstress can be triggered in the

psyche, then it also can be prevented by the psyche. She believes the will to live and

reach a certain goal strengthens the body's capacity to withstand illness and resist

the forces ofdestruction.

In the gerontological literaturethere are very often encountering stories how very old

and sick people "cheat death" by surviving "only until my granddaughtergets mar-
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ried", or "only until Christmas." These people exlnbit a strenght ofwill beyond the

ordinary; they prove repeatedly the significance ofself-transcendence for survival.

For the young, unstable, dependent, handicapped. or addicted, the appealing techni

que is particularly useful, Lukas claims. For the technique rests on trust in the hu

man being: trust in their sense ofdignity and basic orientation to lead meaningful

lives.

At times the appealing technique may be combined with assertiveness training, which

aims to strengthen the client's self-confidence and self-assurance. Assertiveness

training is used in many social work services to teach workers how to express feel

ings, needs and demands directly and effectively, and to use the same technique for

teaching clients in their care to do likewise.

This logotherapeutic technique is useful for two types ofaddicts: those who became

addicts because ofderivations, and those who because oftheir wealth and superabun

dance became empty and bored with life. It is also very useful for those in the grip of

endogenous depression. Frankl (1986) says that in conjunction with medication and

shock therapy, the role oflogotherapy is to support the patient by repeatedly making

him aware ofhis extremely good prognosis so that he may believe that hislher suf

fering will pass. Rather than fighting what cannot be changed, the patient should be

encouraged to remember the meaning ofhislher life (see Frankl 1986:261).

In endogenous depression as in other acute illnesses and negative life events, the

therapist's role is to help the clients learn how "to let the waves roll over one's head";

for as long you are under the waves, you cannot see the horizon. The taskofthe

logotherapist is to change the client's "because" to an "although." The client should

say to himself7herselfthat "although he/she was forsaken in childhood, although
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nobody supportedbimlherin hislher struggle for survivaland althoughhe/she has an

incurable disease, he/she will still show to himselflherself, and others, that he/she is

capable of livinga decent life" (Guttmann1996:133).

Lukas (1986a:125) wrote that she tries to reduce the patient's/client's self-pity which

is like a whirlpooldragging them down into hopelessness. Self-pitycan express it

self in many forms; as a raging against fate (why me?), as a blaming ofparents or

society for everything that goes wrong, as complaintsand a resignation (all is use

less); or as a harmful form ofsatisfaction, not one that challenges the undesirable

situation, but one that saps all strength.

Patti Coetzer (1992:106) goes further than Lukas and said that she considers being

grateful as a way that can be followed even when one is weak and vulnerable. For

there are many things to be grateful about. Frankl agrees that gratefulness is a way to

realize meaning. This attitude can be used to ease the sufferings ofpeople in the

throes ofan existential vacuum and can comfort the bereaved.

Guttmann (1996:134) mentions the example ofan old man of79 years who was the

only survivorofhis familyafter the Auschwitz holocaust, who did not see any reason

for continuing livingon - who he (Guttmann)confronted and challenged not to throw

his life away, but to share what he had with others. The old man then realised that he

was too busy with himselfand that he must start behaving like those who did not

have what he had but still continuedto live an enjoyable life.

A review ofthe concept ofchange reveals that self-understanding and experiencing

the self in new ways with new feelings are the rational and the experiential compo

nents ofchange. Change principles are aimed at providing the client with the ability
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to tum formerly negative attitudes into positivebehavior. The therapistshouldbe

ableto distinguish betweenclientattitudes that can be altered and those that are ra

ther fixedand to whichthe former must adapt. Changes introduced must be compa

tiblewith client values,beliefs, felt needs and the social environment of other people

or "significant others" who must be considered.

Becausetiming, ability and readiness to accept change are criticalelements in the

change effortof both clientand therapist, the logotherapist uses techniques as secon

dary to the uniqueness ofthe clientand fits them accordingto client needs, using in

the process whatevertheory, tools and technique thatbest helps himlherto attain the

therapeutic goal. He/she is guidedby the recognition that people have the capacityto

change, despite theirpast or presentbehavior. They can choosenew values, lifestyles

and can act to attain them. Belief in the client andhis sincereeffort to change is

therapeutic. By affirming one's sense ofself-worth, the road is open for the change

soughtafter (Guttmann 1996:135).

2.1.6 The Socratic dialogue

This dialogue is regarded as logotherapy's main tool in helping seekers search for

meaning. Ways that are used in this communicative dialogue in order to find mean

ing include self-introspection, self-discovery, choice, uniqueness, responsibility, ac

countability and self-transcendence. What is importantin this communication set

ting is the exchange ofverbal and non-verbal information between the logotherapist

and the patient/client.

The question may arise as to what is the difference between everydaycommunication

and effective psychotherapeutic discourse? For many the difference lies in the
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conceptsused and how these terms are differently interpreted by the client/patient

and the practitioner. In the therapeutic discourse, the therapist's emphasisis inter

alia on understanding what lies behind the words used by the client/patient. It also

has to do with the whole interpretative-process that reveals the real symptoms/pro

blemsof the patient/client. Because language is the '<talking cure", to use a Freudian

expression, the aim is to effect some change in the patient's/client's thinking, percep

tion, attitude and understanding (Guttmann 1996:137).

In psychoanalysis the assumption is that language does have the power to transform

the humanbeing, the client,but only inhis subconscious,at the roots ofhis patholo

gy, Changeshappen not on the surface ofthe client's behavior but in his soul's

depth. Lakoff(1982) pointed out that languagemust be perceived as a window that

opens on the soul, and the rules of the language as doors that let the soulget out and

play.

Guttmann (1996:137) says the role of the therapist is to change the rules of the game

for the client. This changing ofthe rules, not as much in depth as in the client's overt

behavior, is the essence of the therapeutic interview. Social workers use it as their

major vehicleto accomplish set objectives and goals with their clients, whereas 10

gotherapists engagethose they help in Socratic dialogue.

He further states that highlypersonal revelations from the side ofthe social worker to

the client do not serve any therapeuticpurpose because they can create confusion and

inconvenience for the client, especiallyfor the mentally iII. Thus, the social worker

shouldbe judicious in his use ofself-disclosure as part ofthe interview and therapy.
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According to Guttmann it is only when trust and confidence have been established,

whenthe client is sure that he/she is being understoodand when the working

relationship betweenworker and clientis built on solid foundation, will it be the time

to explore problems in more detail (Guttmann 1996:139-140).

Theprimary role ofthe logotherapist, especiallyin a social work context, is to en

courage the client to discusshis problemswithout fear openly and honestly. The

therapistmayuse in this process open- and closed-endedquestions and probingmes

sages and shouldconcentrate on specifying the concrete meaningofthe problem for

the client. This means clarifying ofvague statements, verifying facts, receivingde

tails abouta certain behavior, or pattern of'behavior and determining whether opi

nions expressedby the client are based in realityor are figments ofhis fantasy (Gutt-

man 1996:140). '-

The last phase ofthe logotherapeutic interviewconsists offormulating treatment

goals and objectives with the clientand negotiating a contract. Contractingmeans

the therapeutic procedure in whichnot only the goals are discussed and agreed on

between clientand worker, but also the methods, timetables and mutualobligations

ofboth parties to the contract. Hepworth and Larsen (1987) point out thatgoals are

essential because they give direction and purpose to the problem-solving process.

They also serve as criteriaofthe progress made in the treatment and its outcome

(Guttmann 1996:140).

Socialworkers normally use interpretation in counselingto enable clients to see their

problemsin a different light and from a different perspective. Interpretationcan help

clients to weighnew alternatives in their approachto a problem and to search for
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remedial actions to solvethem. This interpetative-process is also present in the So

craticdialogue.

Frankl(1965)developedthe Socratic dialoguewhen he told the story of a woman

whose leg had to be amputated and wanted to commitsuicide before the operation.

The doctor, according to Frankl, who had to do the operationdeterred her by pointing

out to her that life would be a very poor thing indeed if the loss ofa leg actually in

volveddepriving it of all meaning. To put it differently at another level; this means

that a personmust never allow hislher life to center around one specific core matter

that can influence him/her in such a way that he/she cannot cope any longerwhen, for

example, that important matter has been taken away.

Socratic dialogue is a tool or a techniquefor self-discovery. It helps the ~ker (the

person seekinghelp) get in touch with his noetic unconscious. It enables himlher to

become aware ofhislher inner powers that are hidden from himlher, it directs himlher

finding meaningin life, it enables himlher to review his/her past experiences and

envision the future, it brings up forgottenpeak experienceswhich were once mean

ingfulto the seeker and it provides opportunities for the seeker to reassess his pre

sence, his power and capabilityto deal with the problem he/she faces. Just as

Socrates' (469 Be - 399 Be) teachingwas comparedwith thatofa midwifewho

helps the mother to givebirth, so the use ofthis dialogueby Frankl can be seen as a

logotherapeutic aid.

This dialogue is built upon Frankl's notion that meaning is found within ourselves

and that the therapist is a teacher and a facilitatorofchange, rather than an authorita

rian figure. This method is a teaching technique. It teaches the seeker how to use his

power, fantasy, dreams and caring for another person to find meaningin life. This
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technique is based on questions asked by the therapist, similarto the question-answer

method used by Socrates.

The questions bring intoconsciousness the unconscious decisions ofthe seekers, their

hidden hopes and expectations. They also help in gettingto know themselvesbetter.

For seekers are asked to take a real good look at themselvesand'to discover who they

really are. Seekers are helped to recall instances in which they felt their lives to be

meaningful, when they were full ofenergy, and to learn from these past events to

gain securityin their own capabilities for dealingwith present difficulties and

problems in living(Guttmann 1996:143-144).

Thisdialogue aims at heightening the self-awareness ofthe seekers, to make them

conscious of their freedom ofchoice. To learn about the seeker's feelings, the helper

asks: What did you do in thatsituation? To learn about the seeker's decision making

concerning values, judgments, and actions, the helper asks: What do you thinkthe

present situation demands from you? The dialogueaids the seeker become aware of

a commitment to being responsible for hisown life and actions. It urges himto look

deeper than the surface and to discoverwhat is hidden from the eye (Guttmann

1996:144). -

Logotherapists, like social workers, employ empathy in workingwith the seekers.

The logotherapist and seeker form an alliance to search together for exit from the

seeker's state offrustration and emptiness. This alliance resembles the contract used

in social work practice, but it aims, as in all Socratic dialogues, toward discovering

a new meaning in life by the seeker. The logotherapist does not shy away from con

frontation with the seeker, ifnecessary. The confrontation ends when the seeker be-
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comes independent of the therapist, whenhe has gainedself-esteem, andwhenhe has

become an authentic person.

To discover meaning through Socratic dialogue, logotherapy differentiates among

three typesof suffering, namely: that whichis associated with an unchangeable fate;

that which comes as a result of an emotionally painful experience; and that which

arises out of the meaninglessness ofone's life.

The first ofthese sufferings needs to be acceptedby the sufferer as something that

cannot be changed - something that fate had brought uponthe individual. Simply

put, there are certainthings thatno one can change. Accept this as efait accompli.

Getting oldand sick; losingyour spouse,friends and lovedones; the loss ofa limb;

or an incurable disease, are illustrations of this type ofsuffering (Kimble~ Ellor

1989:59-61). To refuseto accept such typical eventswill result in a constant

unhappiness and suffering.

In this situation Socratic dialogue aims at reconciling one with one's fate, and helps

onepersonto recognize one's freedom in this situation. This freedom lies in

changing theattitude towardwhat was;or what is unavoidable, from a negative

perception intoa positive channel.

In the othertwo types of suffering, problems in the family, harassments in work or at

school, personal failures and other difficulties, the Socratic dialogue can help people

make choices: eitherremain in the situation and continue to suffer, or search for and

discover meaning that wouldbringan end to their suffering. The sufferer is regarded

in logotherapy as a seekerfor help whilethe therapistis the helper.
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A prerequisite in the Socratic dialogue is trust. Fabry (1979)has emphasised that in

an atmosphere of trust the seeker can discoverhis true self. This dialogue is also us

ed in groupsessions. The logotherapist must make seekers aware that they are first

and foremost humanbeings with the capacityto find meaning; that they are not a

bunch of fears, obsessions, and depressions, but individuals capable ofovercoming

their shortcomings (Guttmann 1996:146).

Today, logotherapists use the Socraticdialoguefor various purposes. Someuse it to

helpunemployed people to find meaning in their life situations by assistingthem to

get in touchwith their noetic unconscious, spiritual dimension, strength, hopes,

achievements and to recognizethe meaningpotential inherent in that extremely diffi

cult life situation (Greenlee 1990:71-75 & Guttmann 1996:146).

This dialogue is also used with the logoanchortechnique(Westermann 1993) where

people are suffering from existentialdilemmas. Many people feel isolated, lacking

satisfying intimate relationships and securityand are afraid ofdeath. The logoan

chor technique can be ofhelp. This techniqueis based on rich experience, rich in

meaning, eitherfromthe past, or an anticipatedone from the future, which can be

used effectively to comfort frightened and lonely children,to bridge communication

gaps betweenpartners, to help heal grief and loss, to face fear of dying and to find

motivation for living(Westermann 1993:27-28).

In workingwith such seekers, the Socratic dialogue, as Yoder (1989:28-39) claims,

bringsto the surfacethose "particles ofhome" and wisdom that exist preconsciously.

Thus, seekers are able to comprehend their personal wisdom derived from the past

and the present and recognize that it is at their own disposal to be utilized in their

search for meaning.
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Lantz (1987) relies on the Socratic dialogue as one ofhis direct approaches for help

ing families to discovermeaning. Using the Socratic method ofquestions, the helper

enables family membersto become aware oftheir spiritual dimension and to use this

awareness for solvingfamilyproblems (see 1987:23-24). Accordingto him this

dialogue is one ofthe direct approaches to help families to discover meaning. Using

the Socraticmethod ofquestions, the therapist enables familymembers to become

aware of their spiritualdimension and to use this awareness for solving their family

problems(1987:23-24).

In evaluating this techniqueit is noteworthy that the exchange ofinformation is so

methingthat can be regard as good. The whole idea ofunderstandingthe patient!

client by correctly interpretingbis/her language, and by using the right language, is

also good. To bring change via dialogue, to be open, transparent and interpretive are

allmatters thatare plus points in this technique.

From a psychodynamic point ofview the move to the past (the unconscious) ofa

person in order to explore geting in touch with his/her noetic unconsciousness, is

somethingthat is seen as positive. The deliberate cognitive emphasis is certainly

welcomedincognitive personological circles. The Socratic dialogue emphasises that

a person can transcend hislher circumstancesand thathe/she is more than just a

"product" ofhislher environment like the behaviorists use to emphasise.

The recognition and awakeningofthe client's/patient's abilities and/or potentials to

break free from the chains of sufferingare certainly welcomed by those who move in

humanistic and phenomenological-existential circles. The logotherapeutic emphasis

on the "inner powers" that are available inside hmnan beings, to those who believe
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that these "dynamic forces" are real and present and want to exercise them, certainly

is not a negative therapeutic contribution.

However, the ignoring of the socialcontextin whichthe client/patient at timesfind

themselves is a missing factor froma social-eognitive point ofview. Meaning is con

nectedwiththe socialenvironment in whicha personfinds himseWherself- some

thing that is not taken intoaccount strongly enough in this logotherapeutic method.

To use the Socratic dialogue technique primarily in the basic sense of"self-discove

ry" is something that is not totallyacceptableto those like Gordon Allport who look

at this technique from a dispositional perspective. Allport's idiographic approach in

order inter alia to discover a person's central traits and understand him/her, is

nowhere the aim and/ordoes not form any part in this dialogue (Allport 1942,1965).

The dialogue rather wants to assist the client to use his/her inside powers~o find

meaning within themselves via self-transcendence.

This logotherapeutic emphasis, on assisting a client/patient in order to help him/herto

discover meaning, is somewhat different, for example, fromthe person-eentered the

rapy ofCarlRogers, whotried to use reflection and clarification from a pheno

menological perspective in order to help-his clients (Rogers 1951 & 1977).

In contrastwith the client-eentered approachwhere the therapist's task is to under

stand the client's/patient's self-perceptions (see also Hjelle & Ziegler 1992:522) by

only reflecting back (like a mirror), in a non-directive way, what the patient/client has

said in the therapeutic setting, Franklhad used a more direct mannerwhere he not on

ly assistedthe client/patient in the "search for meaning", but also gave definite cogni

tive direction where and when he was ofthe opinion that is was necessary. In other

words, the logotherapist is more actively involved in this dialogue thanthe Rogerian
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therapist whobasically just reward, traditionally-speaking, "I responses," in an

emphatic way.

Irrational beliefs and behaviors, that are strongly emphasised in rational-emotive the

rapy (Ellis), are basically not addressedin the Socratic dialogue because the aim is

only to makethe patient/client aware, via self-introspection andthrough creating an

self-awareness, that there is "meaning" inside a person that must"come out." To use

a symbol or metaphor. "meaning"is like a "prisoner" insideprison (the self) that

mustbe discovered and be freed. The way to free this prisoner is that the warden

(therapist) must assistby opening the prison (the self)by usingthe rightkey (Socratic

dialogue).

2.1.7 TheLogochart

VictorFrankl (1986)has differentiated between the "automatic self' and the "authen

tic self" The first ofthese two selves refers to what a person's automatic reaction is

to a situation. This reaction is the result of that person's genetic make-up, heritage,

physiology and social environment. The "automatic self' is "what 1have" and not

"what 1am." The "authentic self' is "what I really am", that is, a person's essence

and uniqueness, hislherorientation to responsibility, decision makingand meaning.

The Iogoehart, also called "significant others," is a therapeutic technique. It is used

by Kbatami (1988)for depressedpatients. Although he uses the logochart as part of

the Socratic dialogue it seems better thatthis chart must be regarded as a separate

method or technique. A person's problemsare written on top of the chart, the chart

is then divided into three different parts, namely, the self, the automatic self and the

authentic self Questions about cognition, meaning and response/behavior are also
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written on these charts. Patientsare thenhelped by these charts to movefrom the

automatic to the authentic self and from the psychobiological to the noeticdimension.

It facilitates patientsmaturation, so that they become able to fimction in a responsi

bleway.

It is clear that this technique forces the client/patient in a more "visible"way, by

seeing in written form what the chart says, to deliberately make a cognitive choice

thatwill assisthim/her to be healed. This healing comes into existence the moment

he/sheorientates himselt7herselfto "meaning" - that is, to something whichis mean

ingful, or something/someone to whom he/she can attach meaning. This acquiring of

"meaning" is directly connected with the client's/patient's ability to transcendhim

selt7herself

Froman objectrelations personologist point ofview, the term"significant others"

evokesthe idea that logotherapists are moving in the same direction as those that

strongly propose the object relations theory likeKemberg(1976) and Mahler, Pine

andBergman (1975). This theory,whichdeveloped from withinpsychodynamic

circles, deemphasizes impersonal forces and counterforces and rather focuses on the

interpersonal relationships that originate basically from infancy.

It is especially the mother-child relationship that plays a very important role in form

ingand shaping the child's and later the adult's behavior. The child's early interac

tions withhismother, father, immediate other, the wider extendedfamily and also

those outside the family who act as significant "objects" "outside" the client/patient.

This/these relationship(s) does/donot get enough attentionwhen the logochartis

used.
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The move from the "automatic self' to the "authentic self' via choice and/or deci

sion-making, is something that those in cognitive personological circles (like George

Kelly) would approve. All present cognitive interpretations are subject to revision

and change (Kelly 1955:15), which means that no patient/client has an "interpreta

tion-free" view ofthe world and ofhimself/herself and his/her symptoms/problems

(Hjelle & Ziegler 1992:396). Because the logochart challenges the patient/

client to do "introspection," and to choose between his/her "self', the "automatic

self' or his/her "authentic self," the cognitive perspectives would not stand "apathe

tic" towards this logotherapeutic aid/technique.

Aaron Beck who studied depressed patients/clients (Kendall & Hammen 1995:80)

from a cognitive-behavioral perspective pointed out the importance oftheir

distortions ofreality. These distortions are basically the result of distorted thinking.

Most depression is as much a disorder of thinking as ofmood and many people are

susceptible to depression because oftheir cognitive triad - that is, the characteristic

negative ways oftbinking about the self, the world, and the future (Beck 1967, 1976).

It is an open question ifthe logochart of logotherapist Khatami (1988:67-75), which

he uses for depressed patients/clients, strongly reflect these cognitive distortions

which Beck tried to emphasize.

Although phenomenological personologists would question the logotherapist's more

direct approach ofwriting down what he/she thinks is the real problem, instead of

verbally and non-verbally giving "I responses' to the client/patient opinions, the use

of the logochart for those who are depressed would be acceptable. From a Gestalt

therapeutic point ofview (Fritz Perls 1970:14), the logotherapeutic emphasis (as

manifested on the logocharts) ofkeeping the patients/clients in contact with their
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fee1ingslsymptomslproblems as they occur in the here and now, has an important

phenomenological accent.

However, somecommunity psychologists, who believes that an individual's pro

blemscan onlybe solvedifchanges in both environmental settingsand individual

competencies are addressed (Rappaport 1911:2),would point out that these charts do

not seriously enoughtaken into accountenvironmental aspects (see Nietzel, Bern

stein & Milich 1994:244-251).

Whiletraditional psychoanalysts like SigmundFreud (1943) would criticizethe neg

lect ofthe past historyofthe patient/client, especiallypsychosexual conflicts that

have led to the present distressing behavior (1943), analytical psychologists (like Carl
,-

lung -1936/1969) would point out that the dynamic and evolving processes that con-

tinue throughout a person's life are not actually reflected on the logocharts.

From a psychodynamic point ofview, an analytical psychologist like lung (Hjelle &

Ziegler 1992:169), because ofhis beliefthathuman beings are motivatedby intra

psyhic forces and images which are derived fromtheir shared evolutionary history,

wouldar-guethat logotherapists do not take these beliefs into account seriously

enoughwhenthey distinguish between the different "selfs" ofespeciallya depressed

person. Logotherapists like Kbatami (1988), especiallywould be criticized.

2.1.8 The Symbolic GrowthExperience

This experience is used normallyas part ofthe Socratic dialogue. Frankl made a

distinction between creative, experiential and attitudinalvalues. Receptivity toward

the world, like surrenderto the beauties ofnature or art is an experiential source of
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meaning. In the experiential values as sources for discovery ofmeaning. the empha

sis is on "what we take from the world." Such experiences brings for us "fullness of

meaning" These basic passive encounters with meaning and values are most ofthe

time individualistic, unique and they provide symbolic and cognitive elements, that in

combination, provide one with meaning

Frick (1987:34-41) is ofthe opinion thatVictor Frankl has neglected these symbolic

and cognitive elements in analyzing experiential values as ways to find meaning. Ac

cording to Frick symbolic growth experience is when we meet a person or incident

that is symbolical and which is nothing in itself: but for a particular moment in time,

it stands for some eternal principle (see also Forster 1962:149). This symbolic

growth experience is a conscious recognition and interpretation ofthe symbolic di-
~

mension ofan immediate experience that leads to heightened awareness, discovery of

meaning and personal growth (see Guttmann 1996:148).

A classic example, quoted by David Guttmann (1996:148-149), ofhow this experien

ce represents a special moment ofopportunity, is that ofthe symphony conductor

Bnmo Walter, who described thatwhen he heard the Second Symphony ofGustav

Mahler, he realised that his life's task was to focus all his energies on Mahler's crea

tions. The power and beauty ofthe music (the "symbol") which he had experienced,

led Walter to a "cognitive level" where he has decided what to do.

This logotherapeutic example emphasises thata patient/client must be make aware of

some "symbolic experiences" ("special moments") in his/her life to which he/she can

hold/cling, in order to get a grip upon himself7herselfto continue in a meaningful

way with his/her:future. One experiences a particular symbol (like music) that leads

you to a cognitive level where one can make a decision thatcan change one's life.
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Guttmann (1996:149) says that social workers probably will call this technique "in

sight", self-understanding and awareness ofone's feelings, motivations and pr0

blems, but thatlogotherapists see it more as "a process ofmeaning discovery." Ba

sically you are "conceptually" orientated, when, followed by cognitive processes, you

move to the discovery ofmeaning. This "discovery ofmeaning", based on the past

"experienced symbol", will assistJhelp you to continue with a meaningful life!

lifestyle.

The logotherapist Frick (1987:34-41) has pointed out thathe teaches people to re

cognize and to value moments ofexperience and to discover meaning in their sym

bolic elements. Patients/clients are asked to select some past experience they recall

as highly significant to them and to explore it in detail. Socratic questions are then
~

used like "What where the possible symbolic elements contained within this expe-

rience?", or, "What might this experience represent?", or, "What special meanings

might have been discovered within these symbolic elements?"

The discovery ofmeaning by the participant (patient/client) in these symbolic growth

experiences enables them to work through past experiences and to use the newly
- -

gained recognition for constructive tasks and goals in life in the present and the

future. The logotherapeutic pattern in this hea!jng process is (i) to discover an

experiental symbol in the patient's!client's life, (ii) to use it as a meaningful

"logoanchor" or "lever" to move to the cognitive level ofthe patient/client, (iii) so

that the patient/client cognitively can choose to continue with a meaningful life/

lifestyle in the present and the future.

Traditional psychoanalysts would welcome the "past search" ofthe logotherapists

and the patient/client from the present to the past, but they would disagree with the
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"object" or "target" ofthis search. Logotherapists look for some "symbolicpast ex

perience that is meaningful", while psychoanalysts look for symptoms and/or pro

blems that were deeplyrooted in early childhoodexperiences, motivatedby uncons

cious factors (Hjelle& Ziegler 1992:120).

Froma psychodynamic point ofview, especiallyfrom an object relational view point,

the purpose ofgaining insight about internalrepresentations of significant others and

developmental changesin the patient's/client's way ofviewinginterpersonal rela

tions, is lacking. There is "insight" in the sense that the patient/clientdiscovers that

there is meaning to be found in an experiencedsymbol,but there is no particular in

sight in the important role oftransferenceand counter-transference issues that are

central for object relationspersonologists (Kernberg 1976 & 1986).

From an ego psychological point ofview (Hartmann 1939), logotherapists do no take

the conflict-resolving functions of the ego thoroughly enough into account in the

healingprocess. The logotherapeutic aim or purpose is rather simple. Just find an

experienced symboland elevate the patient/clientto a cognitive level where he/she

will discoverthat there is something meaningful in the past symbolicexperience that

can assist hiin/herto transcend to a new better present and future lifellifestyle. Ego

psychologists would argue thathumanbeings are far more too complex to simply ef

fect real change in the life ofa patient/clientby simply discovering"past meaningful

experiential symbols."

Interpersonal personologists like Harry Stack Sullivan (1953) would also criticize the

way this logotherapeutic technique operates because "symbolic meaningful experien

ces" cannot be separated from social phenomenathat are very often, for example,

rooted in parent-childrelationships(Kendall& Hammen 1995:71). Althoughlogo-
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therapistswould not ignore the social context in which a "symbolic experience" has

taken place, they are ofthe opinionthat the humancapacity to transcend puts the im

portant role ofthe social context aside. Frankl's well known saying, quoted from the

philosopher Nietsche, "He who has a way to live can bear with almost any how",

would be a typical answer to this type ofcriticism.

From a humanistic personologistpoint ofview, the Rogerians emphasise that the the

rapist mustnot tell the client/patient what to do, he/she must not interpret their ac

tions and must not offer solutionsto the patient'slclient's problems (Kendall & Ham

men 1995:72). These are all matters that are in praxis neglected in the logothera

peutic setting. In the symbolicgrowth experience the therapist very often "inter

prets" the past symbolic experiences of the client/patient in order to show the "mean-
......

ing" ofthe past experience. This more "directive" approach in the logotherapeutic

symbolic growthexperience, is exchanged, in person-centered therapy, for a nondi

rective and nonjudgmental approach.

The Maslowian emphasis on detachment, as a characteristic of self-actualizing per

sons, where people rely on their own inner resources (Hjelle & Ziegler 1992:475 &

Ras 1998:85), is not emphasized enough in the symbolic growth experience. The im

portant role ofa patient'slclient's inner resources, in order to cope/to survive/to ac

tualize, is only weakly reflected in the reliance on the symbolic "experience" itself

Whathumanists like Maslow probably would say, is that there is "more" inside a per

son, on which he/she can rely in order to find meaning in life, than just one specific

"symbolic" experience which must motivate himlher to get into "action" again. The

Rogerian approach (person-centered therapy) is more "peripheral", in the sense that

the therapist is not as much in the center ofthe therapeutic setting as in logotherapy.
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Unlike logotherapy, the client/patient must discover for bimselfrherself, in person

centeredtherapy, what is the real problemand how to get healed. "Genuineness",

"accurateempathy"and "unconditional positiveregard", that are key concepts in

Rogeriancircles, are very oftenlackingor playa minor role in the logotherapeutic

settings (Rogers 1951, 1961; Kendall & Hammen 1995:72).

Behaviorists wouldpoint out that logotherapists, in applyingthe symbolic growth

experience technique, are not payingcareful enoughattentionto whatclients/pa

tients are sayingto themselves. The importantrole of their (the patient's/client's)

own cognition, and not the facilitating cognitionofthe therapist, is often neglected.

The idea that one getswhen studying how logotherapists implement the symbolic

growthexperience is that they (the therapists) are very often the persons who directly

point out to the patients/clients what is the "meaning" in the past "symbolic experien-

ces."

2.1.9 Logotherapeutic Dream IntemretationlAnalysis

Logotherapeutic dream analysis can be regarded as the royal road to the spiritualun

conscious (Fabry 1989:70-78). Accordingto Guttmann (1996:150) this technique, in

addition to the symbolic growth experienceand the Socratic dialogue, brings to the

fore the unconscious experiencesof the patient/client which are rich in meaningpo

tential.

Logotherapy uses the Socratic dialogue to help patients/clients get into contact with

their spiritual unconscious. When a person's will to meaninghas beenrepressed

causingan existential vacuum, it again must be made conscious in order to make life

meaningful. This is the onlyway a life worthy oflivingcan come into existence.
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Fabry (1989:70-78) is ofthe opinion that the same way repressedtraumas can cause

neuroses, so ignored meanings can cause emptiness, frustration, value conflicts and

depressions. He says that the human unconscious is part of the psycheand spirit in

that it contains both an instinctual part into whichpeople repress emotions they do

not wish to face and a spiritual part into whichpeople repress their will to meaning.

In logotherapeutic interpretation dreams presentvalue choices before the dreamer.

Theyalso presentwarnings fromthe unconscious and searchfor meaning through

religious channels, mostly in non-religious persons. Dreams can originate in anyone

of the three dimensions ofa human being. According to Fabry (1989:70-78), the

onlypersonwho has actually published something on this methodwithin logothe

rapeutic circles, dreams offer solutions to conflicts and bringcomfortin suffering.
'-Theyare also excellent storytellers.

The Socratic dialogue is sometimes requiredto unscramble the symbolism ofthe

dream.. At other times the explanation is so simple that there is no need to use it to

understand it. Dreams can also serve as aids in raisinga patient's/client's low self

esteem. Fabry (1989:70-78) said: "Dreams can help the patient lyingon the couch

in psychoanalysis; they canalso help the clientsittingon a chair in the Socraticdia

logue."

In a logotherapeutic dreamanalysis the therapist lets the seeker find meaningin his!

her dreams and guides himlher toward positivedirections especially ifthe seeker

lacks self-esteem. Logotherapists are encouraged to explore the opportunities inhe

rent in dreams. The idea is that the therapistnot only will assist the patient/client to

findmeaning in hislherdreams, but actually to help them to find meaning in such a

way thathe/she cancontinue witha meaningful life and/or lifestyle.
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How does the traditional psychoanalytic techniquedream analysis differ fromthe

logotherapeutic one? Freud considereddreams as direct avenues to the unconscious

and the contents were determined by repressed wishes. He believed that dreamswere

to be understood and interpretedas essentiallysymbolic wish fulfillments whose con

tents partially reflect early childhoodexperiences(Hjelle & Ziegler 1992:122-123;

Kernberg 1976; Kendall& Hammen 1995:69& 96). Logotherapistmost ofthe time

do not make this connection. Dreams are not interpreted in the light ofwish

fulfillments and as childhood experiencedreflections.

In psychodynamic circles the purpose of dream analysis is to lead the patient/clientto

obtain insight into his/her unconscious. What psychoanalysts do is to distinguish be

tween manifest and latent meanings ofa dream. The first one is the content of the

dreamas remembered by the client/patient, while the latent meaningis th~·search for

the contentsof dreams,which containrepressed conflictual material in a disguised

form. Psychoanalysts interpret the latent content ofthe dream in relation to the

client's/patient's personality, daily activities and symbolicmeaningofevents and

objects in a dream (Kendall & Hammen 1995:69).

Logotherapists emphasize that the purpose of interpreting or analyzingdreams is to

bring meaning to the fore. The patient/clientmust discover meaningthrough hislher

dreams that can lead him/her to a more meaningful IifelIifestyle. In praxis it very

often happen that ifthe client/patient does not see meaning in his/her dreams, then

the therapistwill help him/herto attach meaningto some of the "symbolic elements"

in the dream. In other words, the general impression that one gets is that the thera

pist uses any dream interpretation in such a way thatthe client/patient must see and!

or attach meaningto someone/something that was/were present in that dream. This

is to ensure that the patient/client can proceed to a meaningful IifelIifestyle.
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2.1.10 The "common factor(s)" in all the logotherapeutic techniques

In the light ofthe above-mentioned discussion it becomes clear that all the different

logotherapeutic techniques that have been evaluated focus in one way or another on

the question of"meaning " The search for meaning and/or the attachment ofmean

ing to something/somebody islare the "common factor" that binds all the different

methods together. This search for meaning, or, the "will to meaning", forms the

"glue" that puts all the different logotherapeutic techniques together.

Behind all the techniques, the philosophical-theoretical thread that nms through eve

rything, is the simple fact that humans can and must transcend their circumstances

through living a meaningful life. "Meaning-potential" lies within man, it must just be
~

awakened. All the different techniques work with this idea of"meaning"that must

be found in order to set clients/patients free. In other words, to get healed, you need

to discover and/or to attach meaning and alliogothempeutic techniques, press or urge

you to go in that direction.
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CHAPTER THREE

AN EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT LOGOTHERAPEUTIC TESTS

3. Introduction

Different tests have originated elapso tempore when logotherapeunc influences have

startingto spread. However, the three most widelyused tests are the so-calledPIL

test (the Purpose in Life test), the SONG-test (the Seekingofnoetic goalstest), and

the LOGO-test. A brief discussion and evaluation ofthese three major logotherapeu

tic tests will assist us in better assessing the therapeutic value of this type ofinterven

tion. Other logotherapeutic tests will also get brief attention.

Franklwas normally eager to show that logotherapy has more than just li-theoretical

philosophical basis, namely, that its major tenets about a will-to-meaning, the moti

vationto find meaning-in-life, and existential-vacuum can be measured and validated

through research, even with the most sophisticated researchmethods and statistical

procedures (Guttmann 1996:174). The three different mentioned tests are widely

used todayby logotherapists,

Very oftenthese tests are normally administered before therapy starts in order to eva

luate the "state ofmind"ofthe client/patient. Then, in the lightofthe test results a

specific logotherapeutic techniqueis implemented to start with the "healingpro

cess." Thismeans that the tests and the consequenttechniques very often cannot be

separatedbecause the tests assist in the therapeutical process, or even determine the

methodor aid that is goingto be used. Therefore, the interrelationship between tests

and techniques cannot be overlooked and ignored.
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3.1 The Pmpose in LifeTest (pIL-test)

This test was created by Crumbaugh andMaholick and measuresa person's "will to

meaning" and "existentialvacuum," These two concepts are well known in Frank

lian circles. This test is actually an attitude scale and was validated, standardized and

reported in 1968 and 1969. The research value ofthis test has been demonstrated in

well over 200 doctoraldissertationsandthe test bas been translated in many langua

ges -the latest one beingChinese (Guttmann 1996:176 & Shek 1993:35-41).

One ofthe logotherapeutic beliefs is that failureto find meaning in life may result in

a state ofemptiness and boredom, or in existentialvacuum, and, ifnot relieved, this

state may lead to nOOgenic neuroses, especially in neuroticallypredisposed persons,
~

who then require additionaltreatment. In order to detect the "existential vacuum" in

a person's life, Crumbaugh originally developed the PIL-test.

The PIL is divided into three differentparts. Part A consists ofa 2o-item psycho

metric scale that evokes responses about the degree to which an individual expe

riences "purpose in life." Part B consists ofa 13-item"incomplete sentences" part

that is designed to indicate thedegree to which an individual experiences purpose in

life. Part C, a biographical paragraph about the participant's life goals, ambitions,

hopes, futureplans and motivationin life in thepast and at present, is used for

clinicalpurposes (Guttmann 1996:178).

As based on theoriginal I 151 cases on whose scores Crumbaugh cross-validatedhis

instrument, raw scores of113 or above suggest the presence ofa definite purpose

and meaningin life, while raw scores of 91 or below suggest lack ofclear meaning

and purpose in part A ofthe instrument. Most subjects can complete the scale within
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10 to 15minutes. The administration ofthe PlL is quick and easy. The two major

fimctions of this test are to detect the presence ofexistentialvacuum in a given popu

lation, and to use the PlL as a research tool, particularlyfor measuringthe degree to

which an individual has developed a sense ofmeaning in life.

The development, technicalaspects and statistical elements of the Pll, are not ade

quately documented, but this test remains the most frequently used test to come out

ofFrankl's logotherapy (Hutzell 1988:99 & Guttmann 1996:178-179). Logothera

pists believe thatthe Pll, was able to show that it is a useful tool for measuringnot

only existential vacuumbut also the effects oftherapy with alcoholics. In one ofthe

most recent uses of this test in logotherapeutic circles, Guttmann and Cohen (1993:

38-55), used it as one ofthe instruments in a study ofmeaning in life and excessive

behaviors amongactive elderly in Israel. "-.

The positive contribution of this test is that it seriously tries to measure a client' sf

patient's will to meaningand hislher existentialvacuum- somethingwhich is nor

mallyvery difficult to determinebecause offactors like subjectivism,uncertainty, the

possibilityoflies on the side of the patient/client,unwillingness to "reveal" himself!

herself via a questionnaire and the "fixed type" ofquestions with the very often

"neutral" type ofanswer. The structure of the 20 questions ofpart A is basically a

version ofa scale ofRensis Likert. "Neutral" for Crumbaughand Maholick implies

"no judgment" eitherway (Guttmann 1996: 220).

From a psycho-linguistic point ofview it is not always clear if the concepts/terms that

are used in this questionnaire were operationallydefined so that everyone knows ex

actly what the researcher specificallyhad in mind when they formulated it. Concepts

are basicallyabstract labels placed upon reality and althoughwe may know what
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these terms meantheoretically, we mayhave different viewpoints about them(Miller

& Whitehead 1996:23).

Froma psychodynamic point ofviewthere are no questions dealing with the past life

of the patient/client which may reveal something aboutbislherpast struggles, pos

SIble influences ofotherpersons like the motherand/or "significant other." No at

temptis madeto findout ofthere is any socio-cultural and/orhistorical-political in

fluences that mayplaya role in a patient's/client's decision to answer the PIL' s

questions in a specific way.

Although the questions basicallyfocus on the patient's/client's purpose in life, it is

doubtful ifthe purposeofa person's life can be separatedfrom the socio-economic,
'-

socio-cultural and historical-political environment in whichhe/she findshimself/her-

self. However, the logotherapeutic belief that man can transcendhis environmental

circumstances makes this criticalremark, at least fromtheir perspective, not really

relevant.

The important role ofthe environment that constantly and dynamically influenced

anyperson is absent in this test. Behaviorists certainly will criticizethe test. How

ever, the emphasis on the importance ofthe person's will and his/her choices is

something that is a pluspoint for those moving in cognitive personologist circles.

ThePIL at least tries to "sincerely" identify the "exact" state ofmindofthe patient/

client in order to assisthim/her via logotherapeutic intervention and/or treatment.

A remarkable thingto see is the constantuse ofthe word "I" (the "me-part ofthe

client/patient) in the 20 questions ofpart A This is highly subjective and reflects the

idea that the patient/client will and mustknow himself7herselfvery well in order to
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answerthese questions. Thismay create a problem, especially when the person who

is completing the questionnaire is neurotic, depressed, and/oralready in a situation

wherehe/she is seeking for help becausehe/she has already lost all hope and/or

meaning in life. A personwho completes this questionnaire, for example, after lo

sing a lovedone, very oftenwill be in a psychological state which will reflect "1have

no purposein life." In otherwords, "when" and"how" the PIC-test is used is just as

important as the "what" ofthe questions.

3.2 The Seeking ofNoetic Goals Test (the SONGtest)

The Seeking ofNoetic Goals Test (SONG) is another attitude scale. Like the PIL it

was invented and developed byJames Cnnnbanghin 1977 (Gutmann 1996:179-180).

While the PIL-testmeasures the degree to whichone has foundmeaning)nd purpose

in life, SONGis a complementary scale to the PIL, whichmeasures the strengthofa

subject's motivation to findmeaningin life.

According to Guttmann (1996:179) the combined use ofthe two scales has proved

helpful in determining the probability of successful therapeutic intervention. Ifa

subject, for example, scores a highPIL and a low SONG this means that he/she has a

satisfactory level of life meaning and lacks motivation to findmore. Ifhe/she scores

low on PIL and high in SONG it means that a person lacks life purpose, but has mo

tivation to find it.

There are 20 items in the SONG-test similarto the 20 items in the Pil-test, part A

Administration is simple and the test can be used for most high schoolpopulations

and adults. The respondentmust circle the numberofhis/her choice on the conti

nuum for each statement Scoring, like the PIL, is merelythe arithmetic additionof
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the 20 circlednmnbers. The range ofpossible scores being from 20 to 140. The

normative cutting score is 79, halfwaybetween the means of73 for "normal" and 85

for "abnormal"populations. The standard deviation for normals is approximately

14, whereas it is 15 for patient populations.

Crmnbaugh warns the user ofboth the PIL and SONG that these tests are subject to

motivational distortion, especially in competitive situations, as well as to other sour

ces or errorvariance that increase the possibilityofunreliable individual scores.

Therefore these scales should never be used alone in makingimportant decisions

concerning a particular individual. They are useful as research and screening devi

ces, as they are able to select the most promisingcases for treatment when facilities

are able to accommodate only a limitednmnber ofpatients (Guttmann 1996:180).

In evaluating this test it is importantto remember that this test is a complementary

one to the PIL and that it was not designed to stand on its own. As mentioned, the

main goalof this attitudetest is to find out how stronglymotivateda person is to find

meaning in life. As an attitude test, it measures the attitude ofa client/patientwith

regard to bislherdedicationand/or earnestness to find meaningin life. The stronger

the motivation to findmeaning, the higher he/she will score in this test.

Mostert (1978:190) pointed out that a person who is experiencing an existentialva

cumn is not always motivatedto find meaning in life. This is where the logothera

pist can assist the client/patient by using logotherapeutic techniques in order to moti

vate bimlherto find meaningin life. However, in order to find out more precisely if

a person is motivatedto find meaningor not, the SONG-test was invented.
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Just like the PIL-test, the emphasis is focusingexclusively on the internalfeelings of

the patient/client. He/she is actually revealinghow he/she is experiencing and/or

seeing life. Introspection, subjectivism, and a verbalizationofyour own "outlook"

on thingsare key issues thatare addressed in this test. The "I" ofthe client/patient

stands in the center frombeginning to end.

What are lackingin this test questions are, for example,questions about the past

successes and failures ofa person and the present factors thatare influencing him/her

to experience the feelings and thoughts thathe/she is now experiencing and tryingto

verbalizeon paper.

The avoidance of"getting into the past experiences of a patient/client"would be seen

as negative by those moving in psychoanalytic circles. The SONG-testput a strong

emphasis on the "feelings" ofa patient/client. In other words, what the patient/client

is busy experiencing, is now seen or taken as the ''real state ofaffairs." The problem

is thatmanyofthe possible remarks ofpatients/clients may reflect the "irrational"

and/or "distorted thoughts"ofa person, and not necessarily hislher real attitude to

ward meaning in life - something thatrational-emotive therapists would point out as a

definite weak point in the test (Ellis f962,1971).

Depressed persons are often caught in spirals ofnegativityand distorted feelings and

thoughts that do not necessarilyreflect the true nature of their perception, about how,

and ifthey are motivated, to find meaningin life. It is possible that a person is

depressed because he/she is motivated to find meaningin life but cannot reach that

goal withina certain time-span. People who have completeda SONG-test ques

tionnaire may fall within the above-mentioned example. For Iogotherapists any
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form ofexcessive negativity is unhealthy. What matters is rather "healthy thinking"

(Kendall & Hammen 1995:81-82).

Environmental factors as emphasized by behavioral schools do not get enough em

phasis. In fact, they are basically overlooked and regarded as unimportant due to the

logotherapeutic beliefin self-transcendence and the will-to-meaning as latent or

present in every person. The patient's!client's possible "uncertainties" about life and

life's meaning are reflected in the different questions.

From a traditional psychoanalytic point ofview these questions do not reflect any

thing about Freud's id (motivated by instincts and drives) and superego (the "cons

cience ofsociety"). The scale is rather focused on the "subjective self' ofthe
~

patient/client. It seems that the affective components ofa person "("howhe/she

feels") is the main emphasis, although a quick look at these questions give the

impression that the accent is more on the cognitive aspects ("thought-world") ofthe

. client/patient.

There are no definite attempts to ask questions about the past, like in psychoanalysis,

or even an attempt to try to put these questions in a milieu or setting that reflects a

desire to establish ifthere are any socio-cultural or political-economic factors that

may influence the patient's!client's present answers. It appears that the client/patient

"hangs" somewhere in the air or is present in a vacuum where he/she is away from

any possible influences.

The direct nature ofthe questions would be welcomed by reality therapists like Wil

liam Glasser (see Glasser 1980:49-58; Richards 1982:168-170 & Ras 1998:116-118)

who prefer direct confrontation to a typical Rogerian non-direct approach (Hjelle &
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Ziegler 1992:522-523). What we get in the SONG-test is a questionnaire that

challenges and confronts the patient's!client's "subjective world." The questions of

this test are in line with the phenomenological perspective which holds that what is

real to an individual is that which exists within that person's internal frame ofre

ference. This includes everything in hislher "awareness" at any point in time.

Phenomenologists would agree with the SONG-test's philosophical presuppositions,

namely, that these questions reflect what logotherapists believe; that is that.each of

us, phenomenologically-speaking, responds to events in accordance with how we

subjectively perceive them. Effective reality is not necessarily a "mirror-reflection"

ofthe outside world, but it is reality as it is observed and interpreted by the reacting

patient/client (lfjelle & Ziegler 1992:496).

Because every person contrues hislher own reality, the SONG-test reflects how the

patient/client sees himseWherselfin the light ofhislher "perceived" reality ofthe

world and hislher position and/or "future" in "his/her constructed world." In other

words, although logotherapists say that the SONG-test actually measures the strength

ofa person's motivation to find meaning in life, it actually measures the present

"psychological reality" ofa person.

It is interesting to note that the 20 questions ofthe SONG-test do not really reflect

Frankl's beliefthat meaning in life may be found in four different ways, namely

through the meaning ofwork, love, suffering. or death (De Vos 1995:246-248). In

other words, Crumbaugh, in drawing up these questions, did not ask questions

dealing with these four (work, love, suffering & death) mentioned issues. It seems,

even ifit is not in line with the original intention with the SONG-test, that the 20
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questions ratherwant to capturethe presentview ofthe client! patient regarding a

"meaningfullifelIifestyle", as he/she perceives it at a given moment in time.

3.3 TheLogo-test

Elisabeth Lukas (1986) developed this test in 1971. It measures "inner meaning ful

fillment," "existential frustration" and "noological illness." Thelast-mentioned ill

ness develops in the noological dimension ofa human being dueto lack of meaning

in life. This test is based on Lukas' theoretical structure oflogotherapy which is un

separably linkedwith the three dimensions ofhuman beings.

These three dimensions, the biological, the psychological, and the spiritual play such

an important role in psychotherapy that no dimension shouldbe disregarded. In each

of these dimensions the dependency on givencircumstances is different, that is, the

feedback mechanisms work differently in each dimension and the principle of'ho

meostasis has a different validity. Therefore, no dimension should be disregarded in

psychotherapy. Lukasfound significant (correlational) relationship (allwith a proba

bility of99%) within three clusters ofvariables (1981:116-125 & 1985:7-10).

1. Objective highmeaning orientation; few indications offrustrations, subjective

highmeaning orientation and good general psychohygiene.

2. Low general psychohygiene, tendencyto noetic depression, tendencyto neogenic

neurosis, manyindications offrustration and objective lowmeaningorientation.

3. Positive attitude to suffering or success, objective high meaning orientation, good

general psychohygiene and high psychological ability to adapt.
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The Logotest consists oftbree parts with a total of 18 questions and statements in the

test. Part 1 consists of9 statements centering around the following potential mean

ing orientationthat may be present, or absent, in the subject's life: hislher own well

being; self-actualization, familylife, occupation, social involvement, interests, expe

riences, service and overcomingdistress. The subject may answer "yes" or "no" to

anyofthese statements. Unanswered questions denote uncertaintyor refusal to take

a stand. Scoringis done in the following way: Each "yes" answer gets a 0 point;

"no", 2 points; and questions left open, 1 point. Higher point values indicate a les

ser degree ofperceived inner meaningfij/fillment, while lower point values point to

ward greater degrees ofpereeived inner meaning fulfillment (Guttmann 1996:180

182).

~

Lukas is ofthe opinion that inner meaning fulfillment develops when the client/pa-

tient perceives his/her action as being worthwhile and appropriate with the meaning

ofthe moment. She claims that health comes through meaning, and logotherapy pr0

vides US with a view ofhuman nature that helps us retain and regain our health. Peo

ple cannot be driven to, nor conditionedto find meaning. Personal gains are not, and

should not be, the goals ofour pursuit ofmeaning

The search for meaningand the will to find meaning in life are universal, People

everywherehave a quest for meaning Lukas points out that it is present in the heal

thy and the sick (l981:II6-125), while Preble (1986:in toto) showed that it occurs in

people with differentcultural and ethnic backgrounds, Even different socio-political

systems present in geographical areas like Hungaryand in Eastern Europe reveal that

people everywherehave a search for meaning present in their lives (Guttmann 1994:

67-73 & Stecker 1981:79-82).
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This lack ofinnermeaning fulfillment is especially evidentin the presenceofan ex

istential vacuum. Innermeaning fulfillment is based on a sense ofresponsibility.

Beliefin one's ability to rise up to the demands ofthe moment is tied to physical

and emotional well-being, whereashelplessness is associatedwith morbidity and

mortality. In the lightofthis, part I ofthe Logo-testthus measures the degree to

whicha personhas attained a senseofinnermeaningfulfillment, or lacks it.

Part 2 consists of 7 statements to whichthe subjectmust respond. These statements

measure the perceived degree ofexistential frustration a subjecthas at the time of

testing andhis reactions toward them. The 7 statements encompass aggression, re

gression, overcompensation, flight reactions, a coming to grips with the situation,

neurosis, and depression. All thesementioned mattershave to do with intrapsychic

phenomena with whichthe subject is grappling at the time, and are based on expe

rimental psychology whichhas found these 7 reactions indicative to an existential

frustration.

Scoring basically works like this: for each "often" answer, a person gets 2 points, for

"once in a while", I point, and "never", 0 points. For statement number5 scoringis

done in the opposite direction where "never" gets 2 points, "once in a while", I

point, and "often" 0 points.

Part 3 of the Logo-test consistsof three briefparagraphs. In the first part, persons of

the samesex in different life situations are depicted. In the second part, personsof

the opposite sex are depicted. In the thirdpart, the patient/client is asked to descnbe

hislherown situation. This self-inventory is coded withrespect to two values:

"meaning" and "attitude." For the formerthe subject may receive I of4 points and

for the latter 1 of3 points. Based on the scoringthe subject can be classifiedas to the
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degree of'his havingor lackinginnermeaningfidfillment, existential frustration, and

noological illness.

Traditional psychoanalytic critics would again ask questions why the past ofpersons

is ignored, in relationto the present experiencing ofmeaningin their lives. Meaning

and experiencing ofmeaningare interconnectedwiththe instincts and drives of the

past that inter alia motivatea person to a meaningfullifelIifestyle. The present

questions in the Logo-testdo not reflect thisidea. The importantrole of'~significant

others" in attaching meaningis also absent from an object-relations point ofview.

The influence of different cultures and socio-economic and historical political in

fluences are not taken into account seriouslyenoughby logotherapists, in posing the

questions found in the Logo-test. In fact, they are lacking. The focus On the

individual and hislher"perception" ofhow he/she is "experiencingmeaning" and/or

the lack thereof is too strong. While classicalbehaviorists like Burrhus Skinner

would emphasize the strong role ofthe environment upon the patient/clientin sha

pinghislherlifestyle, socia1-cognitive critics like Albert Bandura and Julian Rotter,

would point out that meaningful behavior is influencedby the environment, but that

people also play an active role in creating the social milieu and other circumstances

in whichdaily interactions take place (Hjelle & Ziegler 1992:336, 383-384).

3.4 The Life Purpose Questionnaire

Hablas and Hutzell developed this questionnaire (LPQ) in 1982. It is based on the

PIL-testofCrumbaugh. It measures the degree of life meaningexperienced by an

individual. The LPQ consists of20 statements. It has been used inter alia for

geriatric neuropsychiatric inpatients and youngeralcoholic inpatients. This question-
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naire is easierto understand and to administer than the PIL.

KischandMoody(1989:40-45) concluded in their research ofpsychopathology and

lifepurpose amongst alcoholics, afterusingthe LPQ, thatlow life purpose is related

to neurotic, psychotic and sociopathic variables. They found that their scores sug

gest, for alcoholics, a lack ofmeaning and purpose. as well as amoderate degreeof

existential depression. Thisquestionnaire is a reflection oflogotherapeutic belief that

peoplemust experience/see and/orattachmeaning to someone/something in order to

be «healthy and mature."

Majer (1992:86-89) found thatthe longerclients (chemically dependentpersons) are

committed to therapy, the greaterthe likelihood to find meaning in life. The longer

logotherapy is administered to the client/patient, the greaterthe score-indication that

the treatment has empowered the subjectto findmeaning and/orpurpose in life.

Froma phenomenological point ofview the subjective emphasis on the individual

(patient/client) that alone can say ifhe/she has meaning and/ora purpose in life, cer

tainlyis positive. This underlines the logotherapeutic emphasis thatonly the indivi

dual can attachmeaning to somebody/something. and thateveryone is creatinghis!

her own"subjective world" in whichmeaning is to be found. The important philoso

phical belief that homo sapiens has the innerabilityand potential to self-transcenden

ce, no matterhow harshthe circumstances. is figurating behindthese self-introspect

and penetrating statements/questions.

Although the emphasis on the "self", thatreveals"himselfherself" viathese state

ments in a subjective way wouldbe welcomed from a phenomenological-existential

perspective, the ratherone-sidedfocus on "purpose in life", while ignoring the impor-
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tant role of the situation/environment, in which a person finds himselflherself, is from

a behavioristic point ofview, certainlyunacceptable. Man does not exist in a

vacuum. For behaviorists this meanthat environmental factors certainlyinfluence

our behavior, thoughts and provide reasons why we believe what we believe and do

what we do. The LPQ does not take sufficient cognizanceofthese influencing and

determining environmental factors.

From a psychoanalytic view point the lack ofstatements,with regard to past instincts

and intrapsychic conflicts, that determine humanbehavior and have a direct bearing

on the presentmeaning that one may experience,must be pointed out (Hjelle & Zieg

ler 1992:440). Hlllnanists would agree with the logotherapeutic emphasis on the in

trinsically good abilities ofthe humannature to transcend and to dehberately move

away from present "distress" to future "meaning/purpose" in life. ~-

Kelly's (1969:223) cognitive belief: that the therapist's role is one ofencouraging

and helping the client/patient to change hislher overt behavior, in order to alter his!

her perception and construct about himselflherselfin new innovative ways, is in line

with the logotherapeutic beliefthat man cantranscend and can find meaning in life.

However, adehberate cognitive decision to change must be made by the client/pa

tient. The task ofthe logotherapist, is to direct the patient/clientto make this decision

to change, in order to find or attach meaning. In the light ofthis beliefofboth

psychological groups, cognitive personologists would accept many of the LPQ's

statements.

From a learning-behavioral point ofview the questionnaire lacks a functional analy

sis ofwhat Skinnerians' believe is present between a person's overt behavior and the
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environmental stimuli that controlit. Differently put, actions (overt behavior) are the

resultofenvironmental factors playinga role in the life ofthe patient/client.

Becausemeaningful actions (behavior) are intrinsically connected with the environ

ment, the questionnaire must reflect this. However, this is lacking in the LPQ

(HjeIIe & Ziegler 1992:300).

Skinner(1956) liked to quote the Russian physiologistIvan Pavlov who said: "Con

trol your conditions and you will see order." In terms ofthe LPQ, Skinnerprobably

would say that the environment bringsmeaning, and/or it influences a person to find

meaning/to attach meaning. The absence ofthese influences in the statements/ques

tions ofthis logotherapeutic questionnaire certainlyopens the door for criticism from

a behavioristic point ofview. Behavior-environment interactions are not strongly

enough taken into account in the LPQ (HjeIIe & Ziegler 1992:301). :

From a dispositional point ofview, Gordon Allport would point out the lack of sta

tements that are dealingwith traits. A person's behavior and thought (including

"meaningful behavior) are determinedby a dynamic organization of internal psy

chophysical systems,which inter alia result in cardinal, central or secondary traits

(HjeIIe & Ziegler 1992:285-286). These traits account for a patients/client's

behavioral consistency over time and across situations. This means that a person's

behavioris veryoften the results ofthe traits present in himlher. This means that

meaningful and/or purposeful behavior are/is very often the result oftraits. This

Allportian belief is not reflected in this questionnaire.
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3.5 TheMinnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory Existential Vacuum Scale

Hutzell andPeterson (1985:97-100) have developed this scale (the EVS). It is a

screening device whose function is to detect groups ofpeople,with or withoutexis

tential vacuum, who have completed the MMPI. The Existential Vacuum Scale is

based on Frankl's concept ofexistential vacuum while the MMPI is the most fre

quently used psychological test ofpersonality (Guttmann 1996:186).

This scaleconsistsof13 itemswhere each itemis scored eitherwith a "F' (false)or a

''T' (true). High scoresof6 to 11 indicatethe presence ofexistential vacuum, low

scores of0 to 1 indicate the absence of this state, and 2 to 5 shows uncertainty. This

scale was developed in the lightofthe MMPI and the logotherapeutic PIL-test and is

used not independently fromthe morewell knownMMPI and PIL-tests(Guttmann
1996:186-189). In fact, it complements the MMPI.

The existential vacuum originates becausepeoplehave often lost their instinctswhich

give themsecurity in their behavior, and also because they have lost the traditions

whichguided their behaviorin the past (Crumbaugh & Henrion1988:106). This

vacuum manifests itselfmainly in boredom, but Franklhas pointedout that there are

manymasks aud guises underwhichit appears. Thispractically means that there is

no measuring instrument thatcan measure all the guises underwhich this

phenomenon is hiding. This also binds the EVS.

In criticizing the EVS, psychoanalytical approaches again wouldpoint out that this

scale does not take the past history, that influences the individual, into serious ac

count. It appears that Iogotherapists do not reallytake the past seriously. This of

coursehas to do with their beliefthat man has the abilityto transcend and that no past
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or anypresentcircumstances can overcome this innerability ofman. However, it is

the responsibility ofmanto choosewhat will becomeofhimlher.

Behaviorists who denythat man has a free will and that he/she is a definite product

ofthe environment, would disagreewith this scalethat tries to measure ifa patient/

client is experiencing an existential vacuumor not Skinner believedthat any form of

behavior is lawfully determined, predictable and environmentally controlled (Ras

1998:65). Thewholeidea ofmeasuring an existential "vacuum", that is present "so

mewhere inside man", is not in line with Skinner's rejection ofan "inner autonomous

man", as the canse ofhumanactions and that also can findmeaning in life.

From a phenomenological-existential perspective the belief is that meaning is to be

found in the subjective-existential world ofman. Becanse phenomenological

approaches share a respect for the client's1patient's subjective experience and a trust

in the capacity ofthe client/patient to make positive and constructive conscious

choices, themeasuring ofan "existential vacuum", in itself: is no problem (Brammer,

Abrego & Shostrom 1993:34). Criticism rather wouldbe focused on the meaning

that is attached to the term "meaning"and how it is measured.

Froma constructivistic-strategic point ofview (see Mahoney 1991: in toto) there

is no normal modelofindividual development or a "valid" way to live one's life.

"Each" personwith his/her"own story" ofreality(e.g. frustrations, problems) creates

and/orattachhislherown subjective meaningto someone/something - which inter

alia necessitates the measuring ofmatters like "existentialvacuums."

It seems, from a Gestaltpointofview, that the purpose ofthe EVS-scale to measure

meaning and the existence or not ofan existential vacuum, does not pose a threat
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simply because logotherapyis a process, that inter alia can help people live more full

lives, throughincreasingself-awareness and assumingmore responsibilityfor

satisfying their needs. The measuringofthe existentialvacuumwill certainly assist

the patient/client in increasing self-awareness; somethingthat Gestalt psychologists

do not oppose (Brammer, Abrego & Shostrom 1993:40-41).

Rational-emotive therapists would point out that distorted and/or irrationalbeliefs

may influence a patient/clientin such a way that he/she is not competent enough to

honestlygive correct answers to the questions. However, the present use of the EVS

in conjunction with the MMPI and/or PIL-tests does not nullifythis scale.

The two logotherapeutic concepts, "meaning-in-life"and "existential vacuum" are

closely connected (Guttmann 1996:189). Failure to find meaning in lifl~:-normally

would lead to existentialvacuum. Because findingmeaning in life is interconnected

with the will to meaningand the deliberate choice to take responsibilityto change,

any type ofmeasuringa possible existentialvacuum is not necessarily a threat to

those moving in cognitive personologist circles.

In these circles the constructs ofpeople, whether good or bad, are taken seriously into

account. However, these contructs or "perceptions" are not "interpretation-free", but

are always subject to change. The measuring ofexistential vacuum is inseparably

connectedwith the "thought-world" (cognitive aspects) of the patient/client. Kelly

believedthat reality is only in the mind ofthe beholder. In terms ofthe EVS it means

that this scale measures, what the patient/client cognitively(but subjectively) belie

ves is the precise or exact state ofhis/her existentialvacuum and/or his/her

experienceofa meaningfullife/lifestyle.
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In terms ofKelly's "constructivealternativism" (see Kelly 1970:1),people think in a

cognitiveway about their life, no matter ifthey experienceproblems and/or meaning

or not. Because the EVS measures meaningand/or existentialvacuumthat is a part

of a cognitive process, this scale is not out ofline with cognitive personological

thinking.

However, it is safe to point out that cognitive thinkingand phenomenological-exis

tential thinking share the idea that "subjectivism"plays an importantrole in. the life

ofthe patient/client, because what he/she is experiencing as meaningand/or existen

tial vacuum, is purely a "subjective creation and interpretation"ofwhat the patient!

client perceivesto be the truth about himselti'herself.

3.6 The Meaningin Suffering Test (MIST-test)

This test was developedby Patricia Starck and is an instrumentthat measures the ex

tent to whichan individual has found meaningin unavoidable sufferingexperiences.

Logotherapists believe that it is not sufficient to just treat people who are suffering.

To treat the symptoms of sufferingmeans nothing (Goldberg 1986:97-104). What is

needed is to go deeper into the originof sufferingand what it means for the person

who suffers.

The MIST-test assists in this regard to help logotherapists find out ifthe meaning is

experienced as positiveor not, and/or ifthe sufferer is trying to find meaning in the

process ofsuffering. Results ofpatients, with physical or mental pathology that were

tested with the MIST-test, revealed that sufferinghad meaning and that some good

came from it.
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The MIST has 2 parts; part 1 consists of2Q-items based on the scale ofRensis Li

kert, and the 2nd part consists of17 additional statements that gather information a

bout individual features that may be ofassistance in therapy (Starck 1985:41-43&

Guttmann 1996:196). Althoughthis test is regarded as very reliable and valid it does

not have the importance ofthe PIL-test

A quick glanceat the test itselfreveals that it is totally introspective and it deals with

the "beliefs" ofthe sufferer. Every one ofthe 20 statements starts with the phrase "I

believe...." From a phenomenological-existential point ofview these questions look

meaningful because they try to reveal what the patient/client (the "sufferer') honestly

has to say about hisJher"believes" about hisJhersufferingand also about the way

he/she "sees" and/or has "experienced" this suffering. The subjective nature ofthese
---questionsare prominent.

From a cognitive point ofview the perceptions ofa client/patient are inseparably

linked with the cognitive constructs that he/she has. The manner in which individuals

perceiveand interpret thing;; and persons in their environments, forms the heart of

this perspective. Most cognitive personologists probably would find the statements

in the MIST meaningful. because the way the 20 statements are structured, do not

deny the presence ofpersonal constructs ofthe clients/patientswho answer them.

However, froma dispositionalpoint ofview, the statements do not include any state

ments regardingpossible traits that influencethe perception ofthe patient/client

What is lacking in these statements is the presence ofpossible social, political, cul

tural, historical-political and environmental factors. The "I believe..." formule is

formulated in an almost a-historicalway which underlines the logotherapeuticem

phasis ofself-transcendence and the beliefthat humans are greater than their cir-
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cumstances (environmental factors/influences). Behaviorists disagree with this.

According to them the influence of the environment cannotbe separated from a per

son's behavior.

The statements do not reflectthe idea that the past of a person and/orhislherenviron

mentcan shape and/orcontribute(s), and/oris the cause for the present suffering ofa

person. Psychoanalytic thinking is not reflected in the type ofstatements thatwere

made. Ignoring the past suffering and events that led to the present state of suffer

ing, as well as a possible finding ofmeaning in the "now", are basicallyabsent. It is

clearthat the way the statements were originally formulated and structuredin the

MIST-test was not made in the lightofpsychoanalytic presuppositions, reasoning and

thought-processes.

Although the purposeofthe MIST-test is to ascertain the client's/patient's percep

tion of the extent to whichhe/she has foundmeaning in suffering experiences (Gutt

mann 1996:216), the over-emphasis on the "I believe... " (perception) of the client/

patient, seems superfluous. These statements deliberately ignore the past and possi

ble environmental influences that have influenced the present "meaning-perception

and experience(s)" ofthe client/patient.

In the lightof this the present test wouldbe totally unacceptable to those who are of

the opinion that man is not living in a historical vacuum, but is part and parcel of a

specific historical-socio-cultural setting. We cannot take man out ofhisJher histori

cal-cultural environment. We mustunderstand himlher in the lightofhislher histo

rical-cultural settingthat influences him/her. Everyone stands and is firmly rooted in

hislherSitze im Leben. Ignoring this fact, is to deny that man is a historical reality

that is shapedby eventsand matters aroundhimlher.
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In criticizing the MIST-test, it is also important to point out that these statements did

not sufficiently considered insights from structural (Minuchin 1974;Minuchin &

Fishman 1981), intergenerational (Bowen1978), and strategic (Watzlawick, Weak

land & Fish 1974)family therapies. It is clear that logotherapeutic presuppositions

and theoretical-philosophical beliefsformthe heart and background of Starck's

MIST-test. Her "deliberate-ignorance" ofthe important fact that systems-approaches

have shown that one can onlytrulyunderstand perceptions and behaviorin the light

oftheir socialcontext (Brammer, Abrego& Shostrom 1993:54), is pro-minent in this

logotherapeutic test. It seems that logotherapists ex usonegate the influences of

historical-social contexts.

3.7 The Belfast-test

This test was published by Giorgi (1982:31-37) and was an attempt to provide a new

psychometric approach to logotherapy. The test consistsof a 20-itemquestionnaire

designed to measure client's1patient's difficulties in finding meaning to circumstan

ces beyond their control. Diseases and death are typical ofmatterswith which sub

jects struggle to cope. It also looks at the actualizing values ofpatientsto overcome

problems suchas discrimination (Guttmann 1996:198).

This test, just like the PIT... and MIST-tests, measures meaning. While the PIT... mea

sures the subject's will-to-meaning and his/her existential vacuum, and the MIST the

extentto which an individual findmeaning in unavoidable suffering experiences, this

test more specifically measures the difficulty ofsubjects' in finding meaning to cir

cumstances beyondtheir control. The Belfast-testis also based on VietorFrankl's

concepts about the ways in whichmeaning in life can be found. However, logothera

pists still prefer the PIT...-test to the MIST and Belfast test.
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This test is rather one-sided because it only purports to measure "meaning." The

deliberate under-emphasis on a person's past (psychoanalytic approaches), hislher

traits (dispositional approaches), and the possibleinfluences ofthe environment

(behaviorist approaches), in contnbutingto a person's sense and/orperception of

meaning, are obviously lackingin this test. It againunderlines the presuppositions

and theoretical-philosophical beliefs thatlogotherapists apply in praxis.

The subjective, and at times, idiosyncratic emphasis, on what the subjectbelieves and

is experiencing, underlines the phenomenological-existential backgroundoflogothe

rapists. Although this test can be regardedas a "sincere" logotherapeutic-psychome

tric attempt from Giorgi, to more preciselymeasure the difficulties in finding

meaning in exceptional difficult coping-circumstances, the reality today is that it
"-

is rarelyused on a largescale.

What is absent in this test is inter alia the important role ofpast behaviorin the life of

the patient/client that was shaped and/or influenced by his/her drives and/or instincs

(traditional psychoanalytic point ofview), the role ofsignificant others (object

relations), and the important role ofthe environment in determining behavior

(behaviorism). It seems that the rather "subjective" interpretation and perception of

"meaning" by the client/patient in this test, is not outside the line of thoughtof those

moving within phenomenological-existential circles.
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CHAP'IER FOUR

. ANEVALUATION OF TIIE GENERAL USES OFLOGOTHERAPY

4. Introduction

In the previous chapters attention and an evaluation were given of the maintechni

ques and tests of this psychotherapeutic method. This chapter wants to expose the

reader to different researchers/scholars and/or authors who fruitfully have made used

oflogotherapy and/or its principles in different areas. These remarks inter alia show

the present applicability oflogotherapy all around the globe.

Since the sixties ofthe previous century logotherapy has gained worldwide recogni-
'-

nition (Fabry 1981 :3-11). A few important questions come to the fore. How was

logotherapy used in the past and for whom? Where was it used? How is it used

today, and what is its future? Will it still exist and survive beyond the year 2000?

These are mejudice some ofthe questions that need to be addressed in this chapter.

4.1 Logotherapy and clientslpatients

What is the relationship between logotherapy and the clientele? To put it differently.

What benefits do clients/patients get from this therapy? Although every individual

certainly will testify and say what he/she is gaining (or not) from this therapy, it

seems safe to say that logotherapy basically does not deal primarily with the "sick"

but with those who have lost faith and hope. To use an image; logotherapy is there

for those who are drifting on the ocean, for those drifting like a ship without a steer,

for those without hope.
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It is especiallyfor those without a vision for tomorrow. For those who believe that

they Stare death right in the face. For those who are frustrated, those who feel them

selves trapped withouthelp and rescue. It speaks to those that are depressed and for

those that walk in the proverbial"valleys ofdeath" (ps 23). It is invented to direct

those who want to give up, to those who say, "I can't continue any longer!"

Accordingto logotherapists it specificallytries to assist and to help those who have

lost all hope and who do not see a futme. Viktor Frankl stronglybelieved and has

shownthat even in the worst conditions- known to men or imagined, one thing

cannot be taken away from a humanbeing - his freedom to take a stand against the

circwn-stancesofhis/her life. This logotherapeutic belief that humans have the

ability to transcend their circumstances is the main reason why a person'slclient' s
'-

"futme"lies in hisIher "own hands." Logotherapy, so Frankl believed, can bring and

again can re-store hope, faith, and believe in the future. It brings meaning. It gives

meanmg It attaches meaning

Guttrrumn (1996:6) pointed out that there is general consensus that health is the re

sult ofbiological, psychological, and spiritual influences. This means in praxis that

there is a closely related interaction between "body and soul." This interwoven hu

man state led Frankl to introducethe concept ofnoetic dimensionas a decisive force

and factor in human health. In the light ofthis Iogotherapeutic beliefone can view

logotherapy in a certain sense as therapy for the sick (biological), as support for the

sufferer (a psychology), as education for the confused, and as a philosophy for the

frustrated (meaningin life).

The clienteleoflogotherapy consist ofa rather large group ofpeople. Many are suf-
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fering from various forms ofneogenic neuroses. These are neuroses that originate in

the noetic or spiritual dimension of'humans. Logotherapy has developed methods for

dealing with clients who suffer from phobias in their sexual behavior, for those with

incurable diseases and for those who lead empty and meaningless lives.

It is especially for the last-mentioned, those suffering from "meaninglessness", that

logotherapy bas a word to say. The human capacity to transcend suffering, trauma,

and terror by finding meanings and meaning opportunities in suffering and tragic

circumstances, is a well-known logotherapeutic belief Logotherapy can also serve as

a complement and/or supplement to conventional methods ofpsychotherapy in cases

of addictions, victims ofaccidents, the physically disabled who have lost limbs and

those with other losses, especially in cases in which the losses are accompanied by

lack of meaning (Guttmann 1996:6). '7

4.2 Logotherapy and family therapy

In recent years the family group was understood as an excellent chance, opportunity

and basis for meaning awareness. An understanding of the meaning potentials in fa

mily living and the importance ofhelping the family gain awareness (reflection) and

make use ofthese meaning potentials, was the central idea in the Franklian approach

to existential family therapy (Lantz 1993:x).

Logotherapy or "meaning therapy" has been devised as a treatment approach toward

helping people find meaning in their existence as human beings. Frankl's concentra

tion camp experiences have been described as a laboratory in which logotherapy prin

ciples were tested under the most severe conditions possible (Lantz 1993:3). These
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principles were buildt into existential family treatmentprograms. It is believed that

logotherapy can help family members find meaningin their existenceas a group.

According to Jim Lantz (1993:8), in logotherapeutic-existential family treatment the

family process is normally facilitated in four primaryways: (i) by using paradoxical

intention to help family members control symptoms that cloud the discovery of

meaning, (ii) by usingdereflection to help them control symptoms that cloud mean

ings, (iii) by using Socraticdialogue to stimulate members to search for meaning

within the family's dailylife, and (iv) by using provocativecommentsofthe thera

pist to stimulate a change in family interactional patterns that are inhibiting the fami

ly's search for meaning.

Paradoxical intention is used in family logotherapyto break the vicious circles that

have developed as a result of anticipatory anxiety,while dereflectionis used when

client/patient·symptoms result from hyperreflection or hyperintention (Lantz 1993:

8-10). Dereflection in the family settingwould mean in praxis that the family mem

bers are helped in sucha way that their attention is directed to somethingelse. This

new focus would then decrease hyperref1ection and hyperintention. This is inter alia

done by guiding, for exampleschizophrenic families, to develop activities and inte

rests not connectedwith this problem and to start enjoyingand findingmeaning in a

varietyofnew outlets (Lantz 1993:10-13).

The Socratic dialogue or self-discovery discourse is directed to help family members

get in touch with theirnoetic unconscious. Questions are asked to make members

more aware oftheir own spiritualdimensions, their strengths, their hopes and their

achievements. Lantz (1993:14-15)pointed out that this dialogue is used with both

the Milan systemic approach and the Franklianapproach to family treatment. In the

Milan approach, ifLantz is interpreted correctly, questions are asked ofeach family
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member in sucha way that new information about everyone cometo the fore. The

Franklian approach askedquestions that help family members make meaningful con

nections.

Provocative comments in family logotherapy have the primary goal ofhelping family

members change dysfunctional patterns offamily interaction and it assist every

family member to discover the unique meaning ofthe individual situation. The se

condgoalis to help all family members developing skills in discovering unique

meanings within the family setting. These meanings are discovered especially with

in the family logotherapeutic interview.

An example ofa provocative comment wouldbe: Therapist to an angrywife: "You

say that youwish to be closer to your husband. Why not try to speak soft~ and hug

him moreoften? He might respondto that." This type ofthought-provoking com

ments must be used by the logotherapist from a positionofcare, concernand respect.

Thesecomments are veryeffective in family logotherapy when members are directed

to findtheirownfamily meanings. It is important that individual family members

find meaning in theirown and each other's existence, otherwise self-destmction will

occurbecause the will to power and pleasurewill dominate the importance ofexpe

riencing meaning/finding meaning/attaching meaning (Lantz 1993:16-17).

Although Lee, Choe,Kim and Ngo (2000:211-222), in their recent publication on the

construction of the Asian American Family Conflicts Scaledid not make use ofany

logotherapeutic insights, it seemsthat logotherapists can make a valuable contribu

tion to these type ofscalesbecause oftheir meaning-orientation. Family conflicts
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are very oftenthe result of existential vacuum and the lack of meaningthat family

members are experiencing in their lives. This is somethingthat me judice cannot be

overemphasized.

4.3 Logotherapy and therapists/counselors

Logotherapy has been expandedfromFrankl's psychiatric circle to those in an ordi

nary counseling setting. This method's bridgingfunction between the scientific 0

rientation and the religious realm has made it into a natural therapeuticmethod for

pastoral counselors (Leslie 1985:22-27 & Stones 1983:22-27). The fact that

logotherapists pay special attentionto the spiritual realm especially contnbuted to

this factor. Frankl (1975:71-72) believes that in even a manifestly irreligious person

there must be latent religiousness. This belief inter alia contnbutes to the inseparable

link betweenpsychotherapy (logotherapy) and theology(religion) that manifests

itself in the therapeutic/counseling setting.

There are a few reasons why logotherapy has become a helpingaid in the pastoral

setting. The logotherapeutic belief that people have the unique capacity or ability to

make choices, even in situations of extreme stress, is one reason. Another contnbu

ting factor is the belief that the therapist/counselor must use at times direct confron

tation to challenge the erroneousbeliefs of their patients/clients and the view that

self-transcendence couldbe naturally integrated into the tenets ofpastoral counseling,

are all matters that made this method expand amongst therapists and/or counselors.

Starck (1985:41-43 & 1993:94-98) said that nursing can also benefit through inclu

ding logotherapeutic methods and thinkingin areas like prevention, health promotion,

illness care, and rehabilitation. He believes that the three dimensions oflogothera-
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peutic thought (body, mind, and spirit)are compatible with the holistic view ofnur

sing: In caringfor the sick nurses can benefitfrom logotherapy in the sense that they

now can use its methods at each stage ofthe process: in assessment, in determination

of meaningful alternatives, in the implementation oflifestyle changes and choice of

the mostsuitable one by the patient.

Whatmakeslogotherapy especially applicable to the nursingprofessionis the goal of

assisting the individual to live a meaningful live. Both nursingand logotherapy are

aimed at bringing consolation and healingto homo patients, the suffering human

being(Guttmann 1996:7). The moment a patient sees meaning in his/her suffering,

then he/sheis "healed" - not physically, but psychologically.

'-

Logotherapy is well suitedto geriatrics as well. Geriatricians can help the elderly

dealwiththe crises ofold age, and especially with the traumaofincurable disease.

Elderly people need assistancewith the difficulties they face in their struggle for sur

vival. Papalia and Olds (1995:530) pointed out that the prevailing attitude toward

olderpeople is a negative one, which affects older people's feelings toward themsel

ves as well as society's manneroftreating them. This situation especiallynecessita

tes the need ofthe elder to findmeaning in their diminishing circumstances. Logo

therapy can be of greatassistance in this regard. The elderlycan overcome the un

avoidable suffering by searching for new meanings in their lives (Boschemeyer 1982:

9-15).

4.4 Different areas and/orplaces ofapplication

Logotherapy is a methodthat can restore the dignityofpeople. It adds and gives

meaning to those who are searching. In a world where education and work is too
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technical-orientated and where human dignity is lost, this kind oftherapy can help

patieirtslclients to get meaning in their lives andlor dignity. In the South African

setting the new constitution (Act 108 of 1996, chapter 2, the Bill ofRights, article

10) explicitly mentions thateveryone has inherent dignity thatmust be respected and

protected. Logotherapy can assist to restore dignity to those v.:ho feel that they have

lost it.

Eisenberg (1985:44-46) claims university teaching needs to be rehumanised because

students need to be educated to reaffirm their spiritual sources and to develop em

pathy that they normally don't have. Whatthis basically means is thatthe important

role offinding meaning in something andlor to attach meaning to someone/something

is not part ofuniversity teaching. Students must be made aware that they have spiri-
'-

tual inner resources to findlattach meaning that will help them to cope and to live

meaningful lives.

Social workers practicing in hospices could be assisted in their own search for an

identity and relieved from some ofthe pressures faced in that demanding work in

applying logotherapeutic techniques. Logotherapy is well suited for psychosocial

care by hospice members because this method brings consolation and spiritual relief

to the dyingand suffering (MacDonald 1991:274-280). This technique make pa

tients aware that their present suffering and even their coming death has meaning and

thatno-one can take thataway. In a certain sense one can say that logotherapy, ap

plied in this setting, brings acceptance and peace.

Lukas (1985:7-10) claims thatbecause basic logotherapeutic guidelines encourage

self-help and do not take away responsibility from the clients, clinical psychologists

need a complementary knowledge oflogotherapy because the therapeutic techniques
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usedby them at times may plungepatients into deeper illness. She opted for

meaning-orientation because it is onlywhen you see meaning in what you are do

ing/suffering that you can really life a meaningful life.

Industries can benefit from logotherapy because dissatisfaction and/or unhappiness of

employees, as well as alienation fromthe dailyroutine are usuallyall associatedwith

a lack of meaning in one's work. Because logotherapy strivesfor the individual's

growth, self-discovery, and meaningfulness (Neikrug 1982:134-145), this therapy

will greatly assist in bringing a greaterproductivity in industries. Ifpeople find

meaning in what they do then productivity will increase. In fact, when people are

happyin their work environment theywill work better. The belief is that higherpro

ductivity will lead to moremoneyand/orprofits that may benefit a whole country.

In another articleby Yoon and Thye (2000:295-316) dealing with supervisor support

in the workplace, they recommend the fostering ofstrong lateral relationships with

co-workers that maystrengthen vertical ties with supervisors. From a logotherapeu

tic perspective this is onlypossible ifevery individual has opted for a meaning

orientated lifestyle. Iflogotherapeutic insightscan be implemented in workplaces all

aroundthe globe, then it will contrIbute not onlyto the strengthening ofties between

workersand their supervisors, but it will also have a positive stimulating effect on

matters like productivity and mutual respect.

Alienation or estrangement from work at the executive level is a dysfunction that

manifests itself in the formofapathy, boredom,impotence, vagueness and even so

cial withdrawal. The result ofthese behaviors is doubt about one's self-worthand

self-esteem. Family conflicts are very often expressionsofa person's inability to

findmeaning in hislherwork. Humberger(1981) said logotherapy is suitableto
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counteractthe negativetendencies and lead a person to discover new meanings in

his/herwork and relationships by emphasising the values of commitment and respon

sibilityand helpinghimlherto build up the necessary self-esteemthat is lacking.

In short, a meaningless life at work brings conflict and stress. It leads to unhappiness

and behavioralpatterns that are negative and destructive for the individualand the

particularfamily involved. Frankl was ofthe opinion that meaning in life may be

found in four ways; through the meaning ofwork, love, sufferingand death (De Vos

1995:246-248 & Ras 1998:156-158). The belief is that mental health is promoted by

tacklingthe tasks oflife in a meaningful and intentionalmanner. Ifwe find meaning

in what we do we will be happy and healthy.

'-

It alreadyhas been pointed out (point 4.2) that logotherapy is used in family settings.

Where family-life is creating problems, logotherapy is especially suitable to bring

meaning back into the family circle (Lantz 1986:124-135). It assists the family in

discovernew meaningand to realize that no matter how difficultcircumstances,

members have the ability to transcend and to discover meaning in their relationships

to one another.

Logotherapeutic techniques are employed in family settings such as gaining trust,

finding satisfactorycommunications between therapist and client and assisting the

client to discovernew meanings in hislher life. Simplyput, the central idea behind

these techniques is that there is meaningful relationships that can exist amongst mem

bers and that ways must be find to make it work. Thisprocess starts with every indi

vidualmemberwho must discover meaning in hislher life and then attach meaning to

those around himlher and/or find meaning through interactingwith others (Fraillon

1982:11-19).
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Logotherapy can be used when you work with prisoners (Eisenberg 1989:89-94,

Whiddon 1983:34-39, Wood 1982:53-56) in individual and/or group treatment.

Whiddon's method in working with a group ofprisoners cousisted offive phases:

(i) psycho-educational training in the principles of logotherapy, (ii) expansion of self

awareness, (iii) restructuring ofself-esteem, (iv) dereflection toward values and their

societal implications, and (v) development ofpersonal meaning and goals for the

future (Whiddon 1983:in toto). These phases were succesfully applied and resulted

in preventing criminals, who partook in the training, to fall back to crime..

Similarities have been found between prisoner groups receiving logotherapeutic

group treatment in Israel (Eisenberg 1990) and in the United States (Whiddon 1983;

Wood 1982) in terms ofmethods employed and results obtained. In another study,
'-

Lieban-Kalmar (1984:261-268) has successfully integrated logotherapy in her work

with the disabled. By applying logotherapeutic techniques and methods students are

able to sort out short- and long-range goals, purposes in their lives and gain a positive

attitude to life. This, in turn, helps them to develop further and take responsibility for

their actions. She has tried to teach the disabled to help themselves.

Logotherapy is also helpful to the social worker who works with addicts, especially

alcoholics. Crumbaugh (1981:29-34 & 1983:47-49) has pioneered a method based

on logotherapeutic principles ofassisting problem drinkers. He created six video

types to teach clients to understand motivation, to choose a suitable lifestyle, to build

self-confidence, to stimulate creative thinking, to establish interpersonal relation

ships and to form a commitment to therapy.

Axis IV in DSM-IV (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual ofMental Disorders - 1995)

deals with psychosocial and environmental problems. This manual., that guides
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inter alia psychiatrists and clinicalpsychologists in making diagnoses, is a team

effort becausemore than 1000 professional people have helped in the preparation of

this document (1995:xiii). Axis IV is for reporting psychosocial and.environmental

problemsthat may affect the diagnosis, treatment andprognosis ofmental disorders.

A psychosocial or environmental problem may be a negative life event, an environ

mental difficulty or deficiency, a familial or other interpersonal stress, an inadequacy

ofsocial support or personal resources, or other problem relating to the context in

which a person's difficulties have developed (see DSM-IV 1995:29-30). The pro

blems thatare quoted as examples thatbelong to DSM-IV's Axis IV are all problems

that logotherapists certainlywould like to address from their phenomenological

existential perspective. The following groups ofproblems are listed in DSM-IV:

Problemswith primarysupport group include: the death of a family member, health

problemsin family, disruption offamily by separation, divorce, or strangement,

removal from the home, remarriage ofa parent, sexual or physical abuse, parental

overprotection, neglect of child, inadequate discipline, discord with siblings, and/or

the birth ofa sibling. Problems relating to the social environment include inter alia:

the death or loss of a friend, inadequate social support, living alone, difficultywith

acculturation, discrimination, and/or adjustment to life-eycle transition (such as

retirement). Educational problemsare also listed and include: illiteracy, academic

problems, discord with teachers or classmates and inadequate school environment

(DSM-IV 1995:29).

Other problems that are listed on Axis IV where logotherapy can be used successfully

include occupational problems like unemployment, threat ofjob loss, stressful work
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schedule, difficult workconditions, job dissatisfaction, job change, and/ordiscord

withbossor co-workers. Withregard to housing problems, matters that logothera

pists can addressare homelessness, inadequate housing, unsafeneighborhood and/or

discord withneighbors or landlord.

DSM-IV mentions otherproblems listed on Axis IV that may lead to mental disor

ders. A mental disorderis defined as a clinically significant behavioral or psycho

logical syndrome/pattern that occurs in an individual and that is associatedwith

presentdistress, or disability, or witha significantly increasedrisk of suffering death,

pain, disability, or an important loss of freedom. These problems include: economic

problems like extreme poverty, inadequate finances and insufficient welfare support.

Problems with access to healthcare servicesinclude: inadequate health care services,

transportation to health care facilities unavailable and inadequate health'jnsurance.

Otherproblems that are listed include problems related to interaction with the legal

system/crime, for example: arrest, incarceration, litigation, and/orvictims ofcrime.

The last problem that is mentioned on this axis includes exposureto disasters, war,

otherhostilities, discord with non-family caregivers such as counselor, social worker,

or physician, and/or the unavailability of social serviceagencies (DSM-IV 1995:29

30).

Becauselogotherapy, with all its different therapeutic aids, is primarily focused on

meaning-orientation, these psychosocial and environmental problems, as mentioned

in DSM-IV, are not reallyseen as problems but as challenges. In a discussion deal

ingwith cognitive-behavioral interventions with youngoffenders, Hollin(1990:152)

recommends training and motivation ofany stafi7family involved in these type of
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programs. The introduction of"meaning-orientation" from a logotherapeutic angle

will mejudice greatlyassist in this "motivation-process."

In studying logotherapeutic literature it becomes clear that logotherapists would use

problemsas "golden opportunities"to direct the patient/clientto meaning-orientation.

The inner ability ofman to transcend his/her external circumstances forms the core or

central point of their belief that he/she who has a why to live can bear with almost

any how. In the logotherapeutic setting it is up to the individual to decide ifhe/she is

goingto remain in hislher present distressful situation, or to "spread his/her wings

and to fly" - via self-transcendence.

4.5 The future oflogotherapy

What is the future of this therapy? Frankl survived the concentrationcamps of

Auschwitzand Dachau. He suffered., but he survived. The same can be said ofhis

therapy. Logotherapyhas been neglected by many, but it has survived. No matter

what type of criticismwill be brought against this existential therapeutical method., it

will overcome all its obstacles.

Franz Sedlak (1994:89) said that logotherapy, with regard to human beings, " ... sie

appelliertan seinen Willenzum Sinn." Althougha precise translation of this German

phrase is not possible, what it means is that human beings are confronted to account

for their search and/or lack ofmeaning. It "forces" humans to do introspection, so to

speak and to address the issue ofmeaning in their lives. No matter ifpeople are ex

periencing "existential vacuums" or not, they are confronted to answer and to address

the issue or not ofmeaningin their lives. This makes logotherapy and its different

possible applications relevant for the new millennium.
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Frankl (1975:15) once wrote that ifreligion is to survive it will have to be profound

ly personaIized. In a certain sense this is true. The same can be said oflogotherapy.

It needs to be personalised. People need to personalise the philosophical and theo

retical principles oflogotherapy and to apply its principles in praxis in order to reap

its benefits. They need to accept and to internaIise the logotherapeutic beliefs and to

see that they identify themselves with these principles. Then they will not only dis

discover meaning but they will also experience healing.

Although Judith Jordan's (2000:1015) article was not written from a logotherapeutic

perspective she is ofthe opinion that "healing occurs in the meaning making." Her

remark, that must be understood in the light of the relational/cultural model, was

made when she discussed the role ofmutual empathy in relational cultural therapy.
"-

Logotherapists would agree with her statement. Although Jordan probably did not

had logotherapeutic insights in mind when she wrote what she has said, it seems

logical from logotherapeutic circles that this "truly" can only become a reality when

their insights are part and parcel of inter alia relational/cultural therapy.

Almost twenty years ago, Frankl (1982) said that the future oflogotherapy depends

on the independence oflogotherapists and their innovative spirit. Logotherapy was

seen by him as an open system in two ways: towards its own evolution and further

development and in cooperation with other schools ofpsychotherapy. Because it

focuses on making human life as meaningful as possible, it can be perceived as part

ofthe human rights movement. Therefore, it has a universal message in the sense

that human life is not reduced to "tiny cogs in a large machine" (Guttmann 1996:10).

Frankl was convinced that logotherapists must create their own lines ofthought in

line with basic logotherapeutic teachings and that everyone must see how he/she
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could expand hislher thoughts. This can only happen when creativity and innovation

are taken seriously. Logotherapyhas expanded during the 1980s and 1990s remark

ably. It is firmly established in different countries in all five continents; North Ame

rica, South America,Asia, Europe, Africa, and Australasia. Viktor Frankl has recei

ved 29 doctorates from universities all around the globe. This indicates that his work

had a tremendous influence on those who academicallyhad honoured him.

In Tanzaniahis theories and methods are considered relevant and applicable to sol

ving conflicts between the social order and individual strivings(Klitzke 1981:83-88).

The African(Tanzanian) desire to experience "uhnru" ("freedom") from diseases,

poverty, ignoranceand weaknesses (see Du Preez 1982:20) certainly can be address

ed via logotherapeutic intervention. Logotherapy addresses meaning and once a per

son finds meaning,he/she is stronger and more capable to address life's problems..

Frankl's concept ofhuman nature as a totality ofthree dimensions, body, psyche, and

spirit (see De Vos 1995:242-255), corresponds to what many Christians believe about

man. They believe that God created human beings as body, soul ("mind") and spirit.

The body is descnbed in terms of ectoderm, mesoderm and endoderm, the soul in

terms of the will, intellect and emotions, and the spirit consists of the conscience,

Holy Spirit and gifts (peterson 1980:46).

Althought there are those who see the soul and spirit as referring to one and the same

thing, the basic idea is that there is a definite distinction made between the body and

the soul. These distinctions make it easy for those moving in Christian circles, to

borrow from logotherapy, whenever they feel it is necessary. Guttmann'(1996:11)

pointed out that the Franklian concept ofhuman nature corresponds to an old Japa

nese idiom. In Japanese culture the unity of Shin, Gi and Thai correspond to the 10-
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gotherapeutic distinction ofbody, soul and spirit. However, the specific contents and

interpretation ofwhat each specific dimension comprises have slight differences.

Logotherapy is also connected to Buddhist thought. Similar to Frankl's theory, the

Buddhist emphasizes what is left., not what waslost; in the same way Frankl has em

phasised the future, rather than being preoccupied with the past. The Buddhist con

cept of living with an incurable disease, rather than fighting it in vain, corresponds to

the logotherapeutic idea ofaccepting the unavoidable, while making the most ofwhat

is still available for finding meaning in life (see Takashima 1985).

Hiroshi Takashima (1990:88), a practicing physician, has successfully incorporated

logotherapy into his psychosomatic medicine and has mentioned good results. This
"-

corresponds to what Frankl originally said about the use oflogotherapy. He said that

logotherapy must be used in conjunction with medicine (pharmacotherapy), not on its

own. Logotherapy, like paradoxical intention serves as an aid to assist the physician

in the healing process (Guttmann 1996:72).

The way Zen Buddhism is practiced in Korea is another example ofhow logotherapy

can be used in harmony with different beliefs. Ko (I981:89-93) pointed out that

there are no culturally determined boundaries and limitations to universal truths. The

reason is to be found in the dimension of the spirit. Because the spirit is regarded as

the noetic dimension ofman, it transcends all cultures and races. Ko is of the opinion

that the dimension ofthe spirit makes logotherapy applicable to all human circum

stances. The logotherapeutic belief that the human spirit has the ability to transcend

must never beunderestimated.
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In his summary ofthe possible future of logotherapy, David Guttmann refers to the

present world-order. He said that as the world we live in turns increasingly violent,

cold and impersonal, technical, computerized, automated and atomized, the more

there is a need for a theory thatelevates men - rather than pulls them further down.

He wrote that while psychoanalysis is slowly fading away, making way in the process

to new schools ofpsychotherapy, the "height psychology" of Viktor Frankl is making

inroads to every part ofthe globe.

Countries experiencing tremendous economic and political changes, such as in the

former Eastern bloc, are particularly ready to accept Franklian ideas, but the same

applies to countries in Central and South America, Africa, and Asia, as well as in the

industrialized parts ofthe world. Guttmann is among those who believe that logo

therapy will become the therapy of the 21st century because of its humanistic credo

(1996:12).

Logotherapists openly would say that their techniques and/or methods are not exclu

sive methods that must be used on their own, but they are all aids that can assist in

the therapeutic or healing process. However, again it is the client/patient that must

decide and must make a choice about the way he/she is going to deal with the parti

cular psychosocial and/or environmental problem.

Jim Davis (1998/1999:46) said in his article, rethinking the process of globalization,

that globalization inter alia means that one understands where things are coming

from and where they are going. This remark is important, especially in the light of

the present tendency ofmany who want to move towards economic and political

globalization.
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Electronically-speaking the world is already seen as a "global village" via the

internet and satellite-telecommunications. With regard to the remark of Jim

Davis and the present globalization-process, logotherapists would emphasize

from their side that without meaning-orientation there is no way a person will be

able to truly understands where he/she fits into this global process.

Viktor Frankl's belief, based on the philosopher Nietsche, "He who has a why to

live, can bear with almost any how", is not just another proverbial saying. It

reflects the deep-seated and deep-rooted experience of a man, who infacto could

testify about the truth ofthis belief. This belief, with regard to meaning

orientation, makes logotherapy at present one ofthe greatest psychological aids
'-

and/or therapeutic techniques in history, even beyond the year 2000 - at least in

the eyes of its practitioners.
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